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Lomax Bows Out of Mayor's Race

Gay Supporters Feel
"Wounded" But Stand
By Lomaxfs Decision

I

There were many tear-filled eyes and clenched jaws last
week when Fulton County Commission Chair Michael L.
Lomax announced his withdrawal from the 1989 mayoral race.
Among the many supporters gathered around him at the
August 8 press conference, it was perhaps his gay/lesbian supporters who felt the stunning impact of his decision the deepest
Lomax, who officially announced his candidacy last
January, began campaigning in the gay/lesbian community as
early as the summer of 1988 for what everyone predicted
would be an uphill battle against opponent Maynard H.
Jackson. Despite his underdog status, many gays and lesbians
—• signed on to. his campaign early, and fought hard for their candidate every inch'offfie way. ----..The gay and lesbian community formed one of Lomax's target voting blocs from the beginning of the campaign, according to sources close to him, and he formed many close
alliances in the community over the past year.
Explaining his campaign strategy, after his withdrawal from
the race, Lomax said, "The size and potential power of the gay
and lesbian community are tremendously underestimated in
Atlanta.
I am pleased to have taken the history-making step of
acknowledging and organizing...in the gay and lesbian community," he added, "(and) I look forward to continuing my
working relationship with the gay and lesbian community as
chairman of the Fulton County Commission"
It was Lomax's decision to actively court the gay/lesbian
vote that swayed many to join his campaign so early, explained
activist Joan Gamer, and it was his human qualities that forged
such a deep allegiance between him and his supporters.
Gamer, who is black, said that Lomax's outreach to her as
both an African-American and a lesbian was the deciding factor in her decision to work on the campaign.
"I felt he not only addressed our issues, but I think he made
an extra effort to find out where black lesbians and gays are in
this city, what our issues are, and what we're concerned about,"
Gamer said.
Although she admitted that she felt personally "wounded"
by his decision to withdraw, Garner said that she respected
Lomax for making an "extremely tough decision"
"This was my first campaign here, and I got very emotionally involved," said Garner. "I have to admit that I'm feeling a
little bit wounded right now. (But) when I look at this situation
on an individual basis, I recognize that Michael Lomax did the
right thing for himself."
Gamer's "wounded" feeling was echoed by every Lomax
supporter spoken with in the week after his announcement.
They all also, however, said they continue to respect and
admire their man despite his decision
Insiders at the campaign headquarters explained last week
that the decision to resign was a tough one for Lomax. Facing
an August 18 qualifying deadline, he was forced to "take a
realistic look at whether or not he could win in October," one
supporter said
With his withdrawal from the mayor's race now, Lomax
will be able to maintain his seat on the Fulton County
Commission until he is up for re-election in 1990. Many of his
mayoral supporters are already talking of working on the
County Commission race next year.
Among those who are already working toward that goal is
Gary S. Cox, who served as the campaign's liaison to the
Cont'd on Page 3
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NAMES Quilt To Be Displayed For Last Time in D.C.
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The NAMES Project Quilt, a memorial to those who have
died of AIDS, has grown to almost 12,000 panels since its
first showing two years ago in Washington, D.C. The size of
the Quilt, and the logistic and financial problems of full displays, have made organizers turn to smaller showings. The
Quilt will be seen in its entirety for the last time in
Washington, D.C. in October. See page 15.

1989 Gay Softball World Series Coming to Atlanta
Five teams from the Hotlanta Softball League will compete
in the Gay Softball World Series to be held here in Atlanta
August 22 through 26. Sixty teams from the U.S. and Canada
will participate in the five-day double-elimination tournament
to be held at Southside Park.
1989 marks the thirteenth year for the Series, and the first
year Atlanta has hosted the Series. Burkhart's (17-1) will represent Atlanta in the Open Division. Toolulah's (12-6) and
Rumblefish (144) will battle it out in the Women's Division,
and Bulldog's Lushpuppies (5-5) and Bass Ale Boys (0-10)
will compete in the Recreation Division, the Series' newest
division added in 1988.
In the Open Division, Atlanta's Burkhart's team faces tough
competition from two-time defending champions Twin Cities
Cloud Nine. Other teams for Burkhart's to watch out for are

Houston, Milwaukee, Dallas, San Francisco and Norfolk.
"There are no slouch teams in this Series anymore," said one
Burkhart's player who asked not to be named.
Wayne Vaughn, a player for Burkhart's and Hotlanta
Softball Commissioner-elect, indicated that pre-series practice
for Burkhart's will emphasize the fundamentals. "We're working on base-running and hitting...This could be our year [to
win the Series]. Our goals were to win the season and to win
the World Series."
In last year's World Series competition, the core members
of the current Burkhart's team played as the Pharr Library and
placed third. For the last five years, the Burkhart's/Pharr
Library team has been one of the top five contenders in the
Series.
Cont'd on Page 20

NEWS IN BRIEF
Skinheads Knife MCC The Advocate Bows to
Pastor During Second Pressure From Readers
of The Advocate, one of the
Attack In Two Weeks oldestThegaypublishers
male magazines, bowed to reader
San Francisco-Lyrm Griffis, assistant pastor
of the Metropolitan Community Church (MCC)
in San Francisco was beaten, threatened with
death and carved with a knife by two men
police have described as "skinheads," according
to the San Francisco Sentinel.
This was the second attack on Griffis in two
weeks. She was hit over the head with a shovel
in her garage earlier by someone who had
painted "Die With Your Fags" on the wall.
Police think the attacks are connected and have
called in the FBI.
According to police reports, Griffis was
forced into a car as she walked down a San
Francisco street. She tried to flee and reported
that the two men yelled "There's that f ing
bitch who works with dying fags. Let's get
her." Inside the car the attackers verbally and
physically abused her, carving her chest with a
knife. Griffis said the men told her, "Next time
we'll finish you off," before throwing her out of
the moving car.
Griffis was taken to a medical center and
released several hours later.
Griffis said what shocked her most was the
attackers' hatred toward people with AIDS.
"I am familiar with sexism and homophobia,
but I can't understand the viciousness and
hatred that they showed toward (people with
AIDS). Their repulsion...was really scary."
A $10,000 reward has been offered for
information leading to the attackers' arrest.
Griffis stated she is pleased with the police
department's response, which she described as
"very caring and outraged."

Coast Guard Board:
Discharge Gay Officer
Alameda, Calif.-A U.S. Coast Guard review
panel recommended the honorable discharge of
Petty Officer Ricardo Huertas here July 19
because of his self-proclaimed homosexuality.
Although the review board recommended that
the Coast Guard re-examine its discharge policies concerned with sexual orientation, the
board said it could not defy existing policy.
Huertas voluntarily told his superior officers
in January that he was gay. At the time he was
stationed aboard the Coast Guard cutter Rush.
"It was getting more difficult for me to serve
with 130 men," Huertas told the review board.
"All they talked about was sex and eventually
the words 'fag' and 'queer' would surface, and I
found it increasingly offensive."
Since January he has been transferred from
ship duty to the Coast Guard base here. The
recommended discharge would come under
what Coast Guard regulations refer to as a
"Class Three Homosexual" which applies to
anyone who "exhibits, professes or admits to
homosexual tendencies" even though there is
no evidence of any homosexual acts while on
duty.
Huertas told the review panel that he has not
had sex with men during the almost four years
he's been in the Coast Guard. "I am homosexual," Huertas said. "I am not a practicing homosexual, however."
Ten former shipmates and co-workers testified in Huertas' behalf at the board hearing,
including several who gave telephone testimony from ships on the East Coast
Huertas told the three-member panel of officers that he wanted to complete his service in
the coast guard and go on to medical school to
become an Army physician.
The review board recommendation will now
go to Coast Guard Commandant Admiral Paul
Yost, Jr. for his decision.
- Keith Clark
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pressure earlier this month and began placing
their classifieds and most sexually explicit ads
in a separate "pull-out" section.
Many readers, however, remain irate with
the grand dame of gay publishing.
The letters to the editor column has been
filled recendy with readers' complaints about
the sex-centered image of gay men they say
The Advocate portrays. Some men went so far
as to cancel their subscriptions earlier this year
due to a lack of response to their complaints,
according to published letters.

part of the Soviet lawbooks for over 50 years,
sex between women has never been legally forbidden in modern Russia.
Under the Czars, Russian laws governing
sex were vague and prosecution generally came
under restrictions against "lascivious public
behavior". Following the 1917 Bolshevik revolution, the Soviets were-at least at first~surprisingly open about sex.
During the 1930s, however, as part of the
solidification of his iron grip on the Soviet
state, Joseph Stalin introduced Article 121 banning sex between men.
Soviet scholars generally agree that the failure to include lesbian sex in the law arose from
Stalin's preoccupation with maintaining control
in the almost exclusively male Red Army.
Under Mikhail Gorbachev's policy of
reforms in Soviet society known as perestroika, the expected changes in the criminal code
are intended to reflect a more realistic attitude
toward behavior as well as removing laws that
have been used arbitrarily by the state to punish
political dissidents.
San Francisco filmmaker Marc Huestis,
returning July 22 from participating in the 1989
Moscow Film Festival, said gay men in
Moscow considered the elimination of homosexuality as a crime by the present Congress
"pretty certain".
-- Keith Clark

Gay Nashvillian Slain
Police concerned for community
The Aug. 1 front page of The Advocate.
Most recently, the magazine embroiled itself
in the Marc Christian - Rock Hudson controversy by publishing what some called sympathetic accounts of Christian's lawsuit against
Hudson's estate. (Christian claimed emotional
damage when Hudson continued having sex
with him after learning of the AIDS diagnosis
that eventually killed him.) The Advocate
apparently pushed some readers too far when it
diverted from its normal policy of only placing
"beefcake" models on the cover, and instead
featured Christian.
"The use of beefcake on your covers to sell
your magazine has always been offensive to
me," wrote reader Richard DeGhetto, "but
when that beefcake turns out to be the controversial subject of a profile inside, it borders on
exploitative, sensationalistic journalism. I am
surprised you didn't have him bare-chested,
holding a teddy bear."
Phone calls to The Advocate's publisher,
L.P. Inc., were not returned. The magazine has
defended its sexual content policies in the past,
however, as a marketing approach designed to
grab gay male readers.
On the positive side, readers have begun to
respond to the new format changes.
"Thank you for your decision to return to
the pullout classifieds," wrote Paul A. Tucker
of Nashville's MCC. "... My church use(s)
your magazine as a resource. It will serve our
needs so much better now as a source of news
and information."

Soviets Considering
Legalizing Gay Sex
Moscow, USSR-As part of the massive
reforms in the Soviet government and legal
system, the recently convened Congress of
People's Deputies (parliament) is poised to
enact a revised penal code that, among other
things, would eliminate sex between men as a
crime in the USSR.
Article 121, which for half a century has
banned sex between males, is one of several
"social crimes" the deputies are expected to
delete entirely. Although the Article 121
restrictions on male homosexuality have been

Nashville, Tenn.-Metio Nashville police are
continuing their investigation into the brutal
slaying last week of 34-year-old Barry
McDonald, which, homicide detectives say,
"could have been direcdy related to his being
gay"McDonald's body was discovered by his
roommate, Gene Rice, when Rice returned
home from vacation last Wednesday. Rice told
investigators he had last spoken to McDonald
by telephone the previous Sunday night
Police say McDonald was stabbed some 30
times by a still-unknown assailant. The victim
died of stab wounds in the back and chest,
according to the police report. Sources termed
the murder "one of the most violent crimes in
the city's history".
"It's kind of hard to say if the murder was
directly related to Barry being gay," said
Detective Terry McElroy of the Metro Murder
Squad. "On the surface it has the appearance
that another gay person could have been
involved or that the murderer could have done
it because Barry was gay."
"But to be honest, the hardest part of this
investigation is coming up with the killer's possible motive," he said.
Police are looking for a man for questioning
in connection with the murder, McElroy said.
The man-who was seen by a neighbor through
McDonald's kitchen window in Sunday, July
9-is described as a white male, about six feet
tall, having a slender build and weighing 130150 pounds. The man is believed to have blond
hair which is combed back and cut short on the
sides.
Information regarding the man police are
seeking has been withheld from the city's other
media until is was given to Dare, McElroy said.
"I don't want someone else in the gay community to be murdered because we failed to let
people know the details of the case," McElroy
said. "In our investigation, we have learned that
Barry had recently become interested in the
counseling of AIDS victims," he added.
McElroy said that the killer may have been one
of McDonald's patients.
Anyone with information pertaining to the
case is asked to contact the Metro Murder
Squad at (615) 862-7329 or 862-7546.
-Jeff Ellis
(reprinted with permission from
DARE - Tennessee's Gay and Lesbian
Newsweekly)
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Lomax
Cont'd from Page 1
gay/lesbian community. Cox reported last
week that he has already been named Lomax's
liaison to the community from the County
Commissioa
Lomax made Atlanta history earlier this
year, when his campaign became the first
every to hire a liaison to the gay/lesbian community. Cox, who filled that post throughout
the campaign, said after the press conference
last week that gay/lesbian politics in Atlanta
would never be the same again.
"Michael's candidacy for mayor of Atlanta
put gay and lesbian issues on the front burner," Cox said. "I personally believe that
Michael forced Maynard Jackson to write a
gay/lesbian platform through his aggressive
courting and organizing in the gay/lesbian
community...and helped point gay and lesbian
leaders toward the 21st century.
"As a gay politico, I have a very deep sense
of gratitude for Michael's actions," Cox added.
Maynard Jackson's gay/lesbian liaison,
Peter White JJI, also acknowledged Lomax's
actions as the main reason gay and lesbian
issues gained such here-to-fore unthinkable
prominence in the city-wide election, and
added that he and his campaign were doing
everything possible to "extend an olive branch
to Lomax supporters."
Cox and White both urged people who had
previously decided to support Lomax to examine Jackson's campaign and ask as many questions as they feel necessary.
"I laud everyone who worked (on the
Lomax campaign), and I'm sorry we weren't
able to see this thing through to the end,"
White said. "Now is the time, however, for all
of us to come together and work on our mutu-

ACT UP Members Threatened With
Arrest At River Expo Dance

JO G1RAUDO

Michael Lomax
al agenda as a community.
"Maynard Jackson is still a friend of our
community, and we need to work together to
make sure he knows who our entire community is and what our needs are," White added.
Many Lomax supporters agreed with this
position, and said that they were ready to take
another look at Jackson. Walt Greer, president of the Hotlanta River Expo and a longtime Lomax supporter, said that he will "support Jackson 100% now.
"I think we need to form a committee to
make sure he does what he said he is going to
do," Greer said. "There are a lot of campaign
promises made to get the vote," he noted, "but
you always have to follow-up to make sure
that they're kept."
For now, at least, Greer's attitude seems to
reflect that of most gay and lesbian Lomax
supporters-don't burn any bridges with the
Jackson campaign, but don't give him any
slack either.
- Chris Duncan

"Bias Crimes" Law Lesbian Conference
Passes City Council Set For April, 1991
The Atlanta City Council unanimously
approved the Bias Crime Data Reporting ordinance on July 17, and Mayor Andrew Young
signed it into law on July 24. The new law
makes Atlanta one of six cities nationwide that
track and count crimes motivated by prejudice
against the victim.
The ordinance, which was introduced by
Atlanta Councilmember Barbara Asher and cosponsored by five other at-large members, was
sent to the council floor after a unanimous recommendation by the Public Safety Committee.
Asher said that her ordinance is designed to
accomplish two goals-public education and
police officer training-and that she will consider
amendments aimed at attaching specific penalties
to bias-motivated crimes at a later date.
"(This ordinance) is going to push us into
position to set up a tracking mechanism so that
we can monitor and document crimes of violence
against minority groups," she said, "and train
police officials to recognize crimes of violence.
"I'm hoping that (the ordinance) will also
serve as a crime preventative," Asher added. She
explained that "if you begin to see a pattern of
violence against any minority group, you can
take (preventive) action."
Officials with Department of Public Safety
Commissioner George Napper's office were
unable to tell Southern Voice how and when the
new ordinance will be implemented.
In the past, Napper has favored waiting until
the U.S. Congress finalizes its work on a national
Hate Crimes law before implementing new procedures in Atlanta. He has cited cost and duplication of effort as his reasons for waiting.
It is now crucial, according to Asher, that gays,
lesbians and other minority groups make use of
the reporting procedures set-up by her ordinance.
"I think all of us can sense when we've been
singled out because of our minority status for a
crime of bias," Asher said, "(and) I mink we need
to help our police officers recognize if this is a
crime of bias."
- Chris Duncan

A July planning session for the National
Lesbian Agenda Conference, scheduled April
24-28,1991, in Atlanta, was successful, according to Adanta participants.
Using a process called "modified consensus
decision making," the gathering seemed to be
more productive than an earlier planning session
held in Durham, N.C., in March.
Pat Garland, one of 11 local women who
attended the meeting, said the modified consensus process was involved, but allowed all participants to "give their input" All decision-making
in Portland was done this way, and though timeconsuming, Ms. Garland said it seemed to make
everyone happy because all views were heard.
"There had been a lot of debate about limiting the conference to 5,000 participants,"
explained Ms. Garland. "But we decided we
had to do that because of cost The Civic center
was the only thing affordable and space there is
limited."
Conference meetings will be held at the Civic
Center, with the Atlanta Hilton used for accommodations, according to Ms. Garland. Payment
of $3,500, sealing the bid for the Civic Center
for the dates of the conference, must be made by
the National Lesbian Agenda Conference by the
end of this month.
A national steering committee composed of
80-90 women will be the main policy maker.
This committee will be composed of 50 women
of color, 12 disabled women, 2 deaf women and
5-10 representatives of other national lesbian
and gay organizations.
Eight to 10 regions of the country will be represented at the conference. One person from
each of the regional committees will sit on the
national steering committee.
In April of 1990, the Lesbian Conference
office will move to Atlanta to begin finalizing
the 1991 gathering. Workshop and seminar topics are still being discussed. Topics of interest
to all lesbians will be featured as well as possi
ble proposals for a national lesbian organization.
- Kalan Brown

Four met bers of an AIDS advocacy group
complained TSt week that they were threatened with ai st and evicted from the grounds
for distribut ng free condoms and safer sex
materials where a gay men's dance was being
held.
Jimmy Allen, a member of the AIDS
Coalition To Unleash Power (ACT UP), said
that officials working the "Silver Ball" as part
of the Hotlanta River Expo '89 stopped him
from distributing the safer sex information
because of littering problems. The dance was
being held as part of the annual River Expo
which attracted thousands of gay men to
Atlanta for a four-day weekend that culminated in a race down the Chattahoochee River.
Expo officials counter-charged, however,
that ho one from ACT UP approached them
before the August 5 event. If they had, said
president Walt Greer, he could have warned
them that the Georgia Building Authority
which owns the Freight Depot where the
dance was being held does not allow anyone
to hand out literature on State grounds.
That explanation did not satisfy Allen,
however. "When I think of all my friends
who have floated down that river... and are
now dead," Allen said, "it is a sacrilege not to
welcome AIDS activist groups to participate."
Greer told [Southern Voice), however, that
AiDS groups had been involved with the
weekend, and that safer sex information and
free condoms were given to participants at the
host hotel for the weekend. Calls placed to
AID Atlanta and the Georgia Building
Authority confirmed Greer's assertions.
AID Atlanta's public information officer,
George Sinclair, said that his agency had distributed 16,000 free condoms as part of the
River Expo. AID Atlanta furnished specially
designed baskets of condoms to approximately 15 gay bars, according to Sinclair, in addi-

tion to providing a booth with condoms, literature and "safe-sex kits" at the host hotel
Allen, however, remained very upset that
his group was not allowed to distribute safersex information at a gay event by someone
ostensibly working for a gay organizations.
"He should have welcomed our appearance
there," Allen asserted. "Not only did we have
a right to be there," he added, "with our community under attack (from AIDS), we were
obliged to be there.*'
Charles Overstreet, the manager with TPD
Management Company who stopped ACT UP
from continuing their activities, explained
later that his company held the base for the
Freight Depot that evening and he was personally responsible for its condition afterward. ,
"They (ACT UP members) showed up
unexpectedly and then got up in my face
when I told them they were breaking the law,"
Overstreet remembered. "They demanded to
see someone in charge," he added, "and found
out to their misfortune that that was me.
It was only after the people from ACT UP
refused to listen to reason that I told the
(Georgia Building) authorities to either escort
them off the property or arrest them,"
Overstreet stated.
With regard to the threats of arrest, Greer
said that although he "would not have handled
it in that way," he supported the management
company's employees.
"The State is real particular," he added
"We have to walk on pins and needles ourselves."
ACT UP did eventually succeed in their
goal to distribute 1,000 condoms to Expo revelers by moving to the sidewalk near the
entrance of the Freight Depot.
• Chris Duncan
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GAY IN
AMERICA
CREATING NEW FAMILIES
Gay men and lesbians are coupling, having children and battling the
institutions that exclude them
Maryann Simpson and Cynthia Asprodites
had a baby. The two women used a friend's gift
of sperm. Nine months later, Cynthia gripped
Maryann's hand tight in the operating room. In
awe she watched the doctor lift up a glistening
squinting baby, their baby, now 7-year-old Aija
who likes to dress in pink and squeals "eek!"
when she sees ants in their Contra Costa home.
They are a family, one most Americans
would not recognize.
In suburban Sacramento, Boyce Hinman and
Larry Beaty try a new fish recipe in their
•kitchen.
They are 50, devoted to each other for a third
of their lives. Puttering around their house in
comfortable sweaters and slacks, they're a lot
like Ward Cleaver in "Leave it to Beaver,"
except, of course, there is no June Cleaver in
this home. Boyce and Larry are the couple, one

the law does not recognize.
In suburbs and cities, gay men and lesbians
like these are challenging America's definition
of family.
With growing stridency and increasing numbers, they are coupling, rearing children and
battling the institutions that exclude them.
They seek inclusion in the national dream: a
home, a spouse, an heir.
Next to AIDS funding, gay leaders say family issues are right at the top of their political and
personal agendas.
It is a push that shakes to the core some of
straight society's deepest-felt beliefs: That only
men and women marry, only heterosexuals create families.
"The gay rights movement has reached a
new point," says San Francisco activist and
lawyer Roberta Achtenberg. Gay people "real-

ize they don't have to bury their family desires.
They can have a job and a child and a home."
They are insisting on it.
At least 1,000 children have been bom locally in the past five years to lesbian and gay couples-a "gayby" boom duplicated in Boston,
Washington, DC, and New York. Gays by the
thousands are using business law - powers of
attorney, wills, contracts - to achieve some of
marriage's benefits.
Politically, gays are campaigning for new
laws. San Francisco just adopted a domesticpartners ordinance giving unmarried lovers of
City workers some benefits of spouses; similar
laws exist in a few other cities. The San
Francisco Bar Association is pushing the state
to allow marriage between "two people" instead
of "a man and a woman."
"It's piecemeal," says Paula Ettelbrick, legal
director of Lambda, the nation's oldest gay legal
rights organization. "But the trend is growing
rapidly in this country."

Forces fueling this trend are like those driving heterosexuals. Post-war baby boomers are
growing older, wealthier - be they gay or
straight - and feeling a pull to settle down, just
as their parents had before them.
AIDS has intensified the drive to attain such
legal sanctions as the right to make medical
decisions for a partner. And it has forced many
people to confront the need to make wills.
"The assumption before was that it wasn't
possible," says Ellie Schindelman, coordinator
of San Francisco's growing Lesbian/Gay
Parenting Project.
"Now you don't have to be a pioneer anymore."
-Jayne Garrison

All articles on these pages are reprinted with
permission from the San Francisco Examiner.
For reprints of the entire 16-part series, "Gay
in America" see the coupon on the next page.

Joint Adoption Still a Rarity

Both Answer to "Mommy"
Maryann Simpson was a pioneer a 36-year-old school counselor in New Orleans who had
never dated a man and yet was quite definitely pregnant.
She knew lesbians with children - an estimated 20 percent of lesbians have children - but all
had bome them with husbands before they came out of their sexual closet. Maryann came out in
her 20s. She'd never been involved with a man. And she was ready for a baby.
Hearing that lesbians in California were having children through artificial insemination, she
called a doctor at a medical school to get inseminated. And she learned that even liberals drew
the line at lesbian moms.
"She told me, Tm the most liberal person I know and I won't do it' She advised me to lie,"
recalls Maryann, now an East Bay financial consultant with salt-and-pepper hair.
So she found a man, a friend of her lover Cynthia Asprodites who was willing, sensitive and best of all - moving out of state soon.
On the right day of the month, in the privacy of his home, he gave Maryann some sperm for
her to inseminate later. In a few months, she was the talk of New Orleans.
"People were calling it all kinds of names," says Cynthia with a laugh. "People were saving
she was a surrogate mother. No one was sure. All they knew was that Maryann Simpson, the

What Michael Pesce and Jonathan Jarnig did, gays aren't supposed to do. State policy frowns
on it. The California Bureau of Vital Statistics won't even recognize it.
But on March 15,1988, a Superior Court judge ruled that, in their case, two parents are better
than one. And so Michael and Jonathan jointly adopted young Carly and Jamie, becoming one of
only 11 gay or lesbian couples in the nation to legally share parenthood.
"Sometimes I can't believe it," Michael tells Jonathan in the Sacramento living room. A shiver
of pleasure rolls across his shoulders. Across the room, Jamie looks up from his homework and
grins. "It still really is incredible," says his father, one of two.
Despite the growing U.S. gay baby boom, most laws and most judges still disfavor the gay
family in custody battles, foster care and adoption. Women can have their own children; men,
too, with a willing partner. But the legal system in many states is pulling shut the door to alternatives.
In six states, court law had decreed that being gay or lesbian is reason enough not to be considered a fit parent in custody disputes. Another 13 states disfavor the gay parent leaving a heterosexual marriage, but stop short of forbidding custody.
In New Hampshire and Florida, gays are forbidden to adopt In Massachusetts, "unmarried
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It's probably never been easy being an adult. And now, personal
health management poses significant challenges for most of us.

It isn't easy. But you're worth it. And getting stronger is fun. Call
soon — let's get going.
1375 Peachtree Street,
Suite 187, Atlanta
872-5260
STOSH OSTROW, M.D.
Genera! Practice
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You Do Have a Choice

Our staff knows how to help you design lifestyle changes you can
manage. We know how to listen to you and help you build well
being from where you are now.

Support • Networking • Client Referrals

881-6300
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lesbian, was pregnant."
Today, they are among more than 300 people in the Bay Area's 6-ycar-old Lesbian and
Gay Parenting Group, snaring concerns over
the reaction of teachers and of Brownie Scout
leaders at potlucks.
They face many obstacles that heterosexuals
can avoid with a simple "I do" before a judge.
For example, only Maryann's name is listed
on Aija's birth certificate. There is no place on
such a legal document for the names of two
moms, though Aija calls both women
"Mommy," and they answer through some
instinct that tells them which one she wants.
And only Maryann truly has clear right to
Aija. Though Cynthia is raising and helping to
support the sandy-haired girl, the law does not
recognize her as a relative.
They try to create legal protections through a
jumble of documents. Maryann has a will naming Cynthia as Aija's guardian, though no judge
is bound by Maryann's wish in the event of her
death. They each have financial and medical
powers of attorney giving the other final say
over their money and their medical care in the
event one is incapacitated - a right spouses
have automatically.
If the two were ever to separate, Cynthia
would have to rely on Maryann's good will to
share custody of Aija. Even if they had one of
the "relationship contracts" becoming popular
with gays, family court judges are unaccustomed to using business law in their decisions.
The dozen or so lesbians who have sued their
former lovers for custody and visitation in
courts around the country so far have been
largely unsuccessful.
Yet as a family, they are so familiar. At
home, the two women are found sitting on the
floor playing Barbie with Aija.
"This child who loves Barbie dolls, dresses,
pink, the ballet - sometimes it's alien to me,"
says Maryann with a deep chuckle.
Most days are filled with the trivia of life working, shopping, commuting - but there are
also regular reminders that theirs is a different
family v
When Aija was 5, she asked : "Mommy,
who's the man who gave you sperm to make
me grow inside you?" Taken aback, the
women told her. Now Aija knows her biological father, but does not describe him as such.
He's "just a friend who gave Mommy my
sperm," she tells a visitor.
And they worry sometimes about her reaction
in the future.
"Aija may suffer pain, confusion, anger the worst would be despair - over her differences," Maryann says. "If that happens - and I
hope it doesn't - I'll just have to cope with it.
I'd like to say it won't happen. But it may. And
I hope our love will help her get through it. It's
hard to be different I know.
"If we want Aija to feel proud of who we
are, we have to fee! proud of who we are. And
the way I move through the world, I do not
move hidden."
- Jayne Garrison

couples" are given lowest priority as foster parents.
The laws stem from the common and longheld public misperception that "a fundamental
mission of a gay or lesbian person is to convert
children to homosexuality," says lesbian lawyer
Roberta Achtenbcrg. "Doing child-related gay
rights you see that arise in people all the time.
They are skeptical that gays and lesbians can
have a good relationship with children."
Change that attitude and maybe the laws
will change too, activists say.
Michael, a social worker, and Jonathan, a
waiter, discussed having children on their second date seven years ago, The overriding question was never "if," but how?
Four years later they plunged into the fostercare bureaucracy, aided by Achtenbcrg and the
fact that Michael worked in Alameda County
children's services and knew the system well.
They took in Carly and Jamie, toddlers taken
from their mother for neglect. And slowly they
began to snip through red tape.
San Francisco's Department of Social
Services, temporary guardian of the children,
advised Michael to adopt as a single parent.
"That wasn't good enough," insisted
Michael. "Jonathan is their father, too. Why
shouldn't the law reflect that? If you leave
someone out legally, you leave them out emotionally to some extent."
He spreads his arms, encompassing Carly,
curled on the couch, and Jamie, hunched over
homework, and Jonathan, sitting by his side.
"This is what we are. This is our family."
When the case went before Alameda County
Judge Richard Bancroft, Achtenberg submitted
a legal brief now circulated nationwide. She
noted that the two neglected children would
have not only two people to love them, but two
people to support them, two people from whom
they might inherit.
"The judge didn't bat an eye," Michael
recalls. "He said, 'This is good for these kids;
this is good for the county of Alameda, this is
good for the state of California,' I kept thinking,
does he know what's going on here?"
Carly, 5, and Jamie, 6, call Michael "Daddy"
and Jonathan "Poppa." For Mother's Day in
preschool classes one year, when all the children were making cards, Carly and Jamie carefully inscribed theirs "to Daddy and Poppa."
Not everyone recognizes their legitimacy.
The men applied for new birth certificates for
the children - routine after adoptions - but the
Bureau of Vital Statistics refused to put both
men's names on them.
"What are we supposed to do if we need to
get them a passport?" asked Michael angrily.
He was advised to undo the joint adoption and
re-adopt singly. He hung up the phone.
Those are irritating technicalities. Like all
gay parents, their greatest worry is the children.
So far, no neighbors have openly shunned
them or their children. Still, they avoid displays
of affection outside the house; they try not to
draw attention to themselves.
- Jayne Garrison
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Atlanta
Lambda
Chorale
We're Cuing-Up for the '89-'90
Musical Season!
Join Atlanta's only mixed gay and
lesbian choral troupe, and
Share in the Glory of Song.

Rehearsals are held on Tuesday nights 7:30,
MCC Church in Virginia Highlands.
We're getting set for a refreshing season
with new music and anangements by
Lambda Chorale Director, Joe DiDio.

Cheshire Point Center
2000 Cheshire Bridge Rd
Open Tu-Sat

321-5775

For more information on how to be a part of this
unifying musical force, please contact
Joe DiDio at 876-6382.

Atlanta Lambda Chorale
Where Atlanta's Gay Community Sings Together!
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VIEWPOINTS
A Farewell Letter from Voice's Chris Duncan
To the staff, volunteers and readers of Southern Voice:
Very few people have been as fortunate as I to be able to
work with Christina Cash and the uncountable supporters of
Southern Voice over the past few years. It is the rare person
indeed, who can look back over the past twenty months of
their life as I can with absolutely no regrets. I take pride in
what all of us have been able to accomplish together and will
never forget these most exciting days.
Unfortunately, there are periods in everyone's life when circumstances dictate an otherwise undesirable course of action.
Since the recent purchase of a home with my lover, I found
that my financial responsibilities have brought me to just such
a juncture. Therefore, I regrettably take this opportunity to
announce my resignation as Assistant Managing Editor of
Southern Voice effective August 18.
I cannot express to you the depth of despair this decision
has brought on me, nor the frustration I feel at having had to
make it. I can speak with conviction, however, when telling
you that I am satisfied that my work here has made me a
stronger person and a better human being. I can only hope
that I have given back a fourth of what I have gained from my
work here.
To the staff and volunteers at Southern Voice, let me assure
you that you have not seen the last of me. I will continue to
cover the political scene for the paper through the October 3
election, and plan to put myself at Chris Cash's disposal as a
volunteer thereafter.
To my friends and readers in the community, be forewarned that I intend to stay in the thick of things. Nothing
will be able to keep me away from the rush I get working with
you on our common goals.
To Chris Cash, my mentor, collaborator and friend, stand
by your dreams and there is nowhere that they cannot take
you. When I first heard you speak your dreams for Southern
Voice in that cold January night, I knew that we would travel
together awhile. Only Brian has ever earned my trust and
respect more. I expect to be by your side as we see more
dreams realized for Atlanta's gay/lesbian community, and I
cannot wait.
This phase of my life is coming to a close, but the future
holds bright promise of things to come. I appreciate all of the
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EVETT BENNETT

Chris Duncan and Chris Cash
well-wishes my supporters have given me, and I hope that I
lived up to your expectations.
Southern Voice is among the best things to ever happen to
Atlanta's gay/lesbian community, and I am extremely proud to
have played a role in its beginning. And although I will no
longer be reporting to work here every day, I doubt a day will
go by that I do not wish I were. I will always support the work
being done here with my heart, mind and soul.
Good luck and God bless.
Sincerely,
R. Christopher Duncan
Asst Managing Editor

New Hate Crimes Law:
Use it or Lose it
Now that the City of Atlanta has a Bias Crimes ordinance
in place, the most important thing Atlanta's gay/lesbian population can do is use it.
We have all noticed an increase in the number of crimes
against gays and lesbians over the past five years. Thankfully,
we now have a way to fight back without retreating into the
closet or resorting to violence ourselves.
Atlanta's new Bias Crimes ordinance is designed to track
and document crimes that are motivated by prejudice against
the victim's perceived minority status. We hope that by documenting these so-called "hate crimes," politicians will be willing to go back and add additional penalties for those who wish
to intimidate the city's minority communities with violence.
Although the ordinance covers most recognized minority
groups-4ncluding those identified by race, gender, sexual orientation, religion, handicap and national origin-it was the
gay/lesbian community who made hate crimes an issue. And
now, the responsibility falls to us to prove that hate crimes are
occurring and without legal recourse.
The key to making this legislation work is simple-report
all suspected hate crimes to police and make certain they
include your suspicions in their reports. Even if you don't
believe that your sexual orientation was the reason you were
targeted by the criminal, be aware of the possibility that an act
of robbery may have been "upgraded" to a case of assault
because you are gay or lesbian.
Since hate crimes are also territory for police officers, don't
hesitate to play detective yourself and look for evidence that
your crime was a hate crime. Remember anti-gay/lesbian
phrases that might have been used, notice if particularly gay
items in your house were singled out for damage.
Most important, make certain that you report lesser or nonviolent crimes to the police. You must remember that someone who gets away with the crimes of harassment, threat or
vandalism may feel safe the next time to assault, maim or kill.
Reporting hate crimes not only helps the community document the current avalanche of crimes against us, it may also
save someone else a lot of grief and pain.

CPA Has Been Stopped By New Law
Dear Editor
hi your August 3 issue, you ran a story
headlined "Pro-homosexual agenda in Atlanta
Will Be Challenged." Your story did not mention a new state law and city ordinance that
voided petitions seeking to repeal Atlanta's
sexual orientation ordinance and human rights
charter amendment. The new laws make it
virtually impossible for any hate group to
repeal the city's human rights laws.
In October, 1986, a local hate group named
Citizens for Public Awareness (CPA) started a
petition drive to cause a referendum to repeal
Atlanta's human rights laws. The drive began
when CPA failed to get the Council to repeal
the ordinances. In two years CPA did not get
the required number of signatures to cause the
referendum.
During the past session of the Georgia
General Assembly, I drafted an amendment to
the referendum law. The amendment introduced by Rep. Bob Holmes, D-Atlanta, puts a
60-day limit on petition campaigns to cause a
referendum. It requires that petitions be
obtained from the city clerk. Persons collecting signatures must be residents of the city and
signatures must be collected within the city
limits. The bill, passed by the House and
Senate and signed into law by Gov. Harris on

April 18, voided CPA's petitions because they
were not filed with the.city clerk by July 11.
Gil Robison helped me in lobbying the bill.
Councilmember Mary Davis, in June, sponsored an ordinance placing the state law in the
city code.
Since CPA failed at collecting the required
signatures in two years, I believe, it would be
impossible for them to collect the necessary
signatures in 60 days, especially when only
residents of Atlanta can collect signatures.
Most CPA members live outside the city.
Atlantans, who care about human rights, are
in debt to Rep. Holmes and Mary Davis. We
should be thrilled that another hate group,
CPA, lead by Nancy Schafer, was foiled in a
try to force its hate on Atlanta.
CPA calls itself a religious group and its
leaders are leaders of Atlanta's First Baptist
Church. Their offices are in the Edwards Pie
Company building. CPA is no different from
the Ku Klux Klan or any other hate group. I
believe, CPA and its leaders are worse because
they are hypocritical. Love not hate is one of
the main tenets of Christianity. Hate groups
might spread malice against gays today, but it
will be blacks tomorrow and jews the next
Sincerely,
S. Christopher Hagin

Viewpoints is part of a continuing effort to provide a forum for our community. We invite your ideas,
comments and feelings and your responses to ideas expressed in this space.
The opinions expressed here are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the views of
Southern Voice. Submissions should be typed, double-spaced and no longer than four pages. Mail to:

Southern Voice/Viewpoints
P.O. Box 18215
Atlanta, GA 30316

Schaffer's Views
Rile Voice Reader
Letter in response to Nancy Schaffer's comments in the last issue of Southern Voice:
Ms. Schaffer:
I read your petty comment about "sodomy
being against God and Nature" and that other
one that I forget verbatim but it went something like, "I'm (we're) tired of having gay
rights shoved down the throats of the public."
I am a 25-year-old native of Atlanta. I am a
male who happens to be gay. I am interested
in responding to your comments because there
seems to be a gross misunderstanding of the
word "rights" here. I am, first of all, not at all
interested in "gay rights" per se. I am not
interested in imposing my homosexuality on
anyone and believe me when I say this -1 am
not interested in shoving ANYTHING down
your throat However, as a human (who happens to be gay) I AM interested in human
rights - and by human rights I mean those
rights which belong to every member of our
species, not our race, our sexual preference, or
any other label.
I feel that the issue which you have so miserably failed to address in your fight to stop
having things shoved down your collective
throats is a human one, NOT a gay one. I exist
as I am without your consent, approval, or
even your acknowledgement. You must
remember, you do not pay my rent or feed my
cats, or buy my clothes. How in the world
could I possibly care what you think or what
angers you about my existence. As for
whether I am a moral disgrace, let nature be
the judge of that as She is of all things.
Sincerely,
Bill M. Lundsford II
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Tell Sam and Wyche
to Vote "Yes" on
Hate Crimes Bill
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Front Page Photo
Choice Was "Stupid"
To the Editor:
Why would you publish such a hate-filled
and stupid picture for the front page of your
recent issue? (August 3)
Don't we have enough negative publicity,
comments and exposure these days without
seeing more on a publication we look forward to getting?
The picture had absolutely nothing to do
with the caption below it. It was just another
reminder that we are hated and misunderstood. I don't need that.
Bad choice on your part. Poor judgment.
Lynn Misheff
Editor's Note: Perhaps the photo chosen to
plug the article, "How U.S. Views Gays"
was a bad judgment call on our part. We'll
accept that and try to be more sensitive in
the future on photo selection. However, it is
a fact that we are hated-that we are misunderstood-by many people. To pretend that
we are not is dangerous. To not want to
hear about it is a form of denial that will
always hurt us, both as individuals and as a
community. How can be solve problems if
we refuse to look at them?

Front Page Photo
Focuses On Negative
Dear Editor:
I'd like to share with you some thoughts
about the front page of your last issue (#12).
I was thrilled to see the information about
the San Francisco Examiner series. I didn't
see it for a long time, though, because I kept
turing the page to be away from the "NO NO
HOMO" picture. Why print that? It has little
to do with the series mentioned in its caption,
and was a very minor part of the March on
Washington. Why not a picture of the
hundreds of thousands of us who

ik

To the Editor:
I am writing this letter to ask all your readers
to please consider writing a letter to Senators
Sam Nunn and Wyche Fowler asking them to
support the Hate Crimes Statistics Act (Senate
Bill 419). It is imperative that they hear from
us concerning this vital piece of legislation.
Jesse Helms and his allies will be prepared
to scuttle the bill with killer amendments
which, of course, is unacceptable. We must
impress upon our Senators how important this
bill is. The following are some points you may
wish to make:
If you, or a friend has ever been a target of
hate motivated crimes, let them know about it.
Some Members of Congress don't acknowledge
the fact that certain minorities are singled out
for acts of violence.
Let them know you want the legislation
passed without amendments. Every member
of the Georgia House delegation voted for the
bill. Specifically request their position on the
issue and ask for a response to your letter. The
letter does not need to be long, just to the point.
If the legislation is passed, the statistics it
will provide will assist in developing methods
for preventing hate motivated crimes. A person's race, religion, ethnicity, sex, or sexual orientation should not ever be a motivating factor
for violence against him or her. We all know it
is-we need to let Senators Nunn and Fowler
know, too.
Finally, it is imperative that people from outside Atlanta write to them. We know we are
everywhere, they need to see that.

marched-proud and happy to be there instead of twenty or so fundamentalists with
their message of hate? I think it was a misSincerely,
take in judgment and a disservice to your
Padraig McLoughlin
readers. Effectively, the picture took a misVice President, LEGAL
guided message of hate from 8 years ago,
890 Argonne Avenue
blew it up, and hand delivered it to every gay
Atlanta, Georgia 30309
person in Atlanta.
As gay people, we have a responsibility to P. S. If someone wishes to send a MAILsupport ourselves on all levels. Indeed, the GRAM concerning the issue, call (800) 257fact that we in Atlanta have such a large com- 4900 x.9188. The MAILGRAM program is
munity and a strong paper like Southern sponsored by the Human Rights Campaign
Voice to represent us is something to instill Fund.
pride and a sense of worth. And that paper
can help us to grow even stronger, to let go of
the old fears and self-doubts that most of us
grew up with.
Let's face it-where we focus our attention
determines how we feel about ourselves and
the world. When we focus on our strengths, The Editor:
we feel strong and good about ourselves.
I would like to use your pages to command
When we focus on attacks toward us, or neg- and thank Burkhart's in Atlanta for flying the
ative judgments, or hate, we feel defensive, gay, i.e. "rainbow," flag from the front of their
doubtful, and fearful. I'm not saying we establishment. To my knowledge this is the
should stick our heads in the sand and ignore first time a bar or restaurant in Atlanta has
what is going on around us. I'm must saying flown the gay flag outside of their place of busithat we can still look at those things in ways ness and would therefore be, in all likelihood,
that affirm us at the same time. To me last the first time it has been done in the South.
The gay flag is an international symbol of
issue's front page seemed an unnecessary slap
in the face. If some folks want to judge us, our pride and self-respect as a people and of our
let it be their issue. Let's not spread their demand for full and equal rights in society. Any
message ourselves. We have our own mes- gay visitor to San Francisco can tell you that the
flag is flown from many bars, restaurants, retail
sage and it's a lot better!
Just to keep this in perspective, I like and businesses and, naturally, many homes. To be
support Southern Voice. I mink you're doing in San Francisco and see the flag so often is an
a great job with the paper-I know it takes an uplifting sight, showing that we truly are everyenormous amount of work and commitment. where. (Besides, the flag is aesthetically pleasing. It is colorful, different and uniquc-rathcr
Thanks for being there for the community!
like ourselves.) Here in Atlanta it is nice to
Sincerely yours, drive through an intown neighborhood and
occasionally see the flag flying from a house or
John R. Stowe
apartment
I urge all gay bars, restaurants and other
Editor's Note: Not only did we make what
businesses in Atlanta and throughout the South
appears to be a very poor judgment call on to fly the flag. Pride is something we must
the photo, we also made an error on the show every day of our lives not just once a year.
date of the photo. The caption read 1981
Sincerely,
and it should have read 1987.
Ivy Sinclair

Burkhart's Shows Its
Pride With Gay Flag

Note: My use of the word "gay" is meant to
include both gay men and women. I would
hope and like to think that all lesbians consider
this flag as much their own as gay men do.

a monthly column by KC Wildmoon

Sex Ads Show- A Low
Opinion of Ourselves
Something very unsettling has come to my
attention of late. It seems that some of us
believe that certain Queer publications are
biased toward Lesbians. The unsettling part is
that as I thumb through a sampling of Queer
publications, the only obvious difference
between a biased and an unbiased publication is
the absence of naked (or near naked) men and
not-so-subde sexual innuendos in the biased
one. Personally, I applaud any publication
with the guts to say no to using sex to seD unrelated products, using sex gratuitously to spice
up related or unrelated articles in newspapers,
and just plain old selling sex, But before you
drag out descriptions like prude, old fashioned,
Victorian, self-righteous, and worse, let's chat a
bit.
Frankly, I'm sick of the hypocrisy. Out of
one side of our mouths we're busy screaming
We Are More Than Sexuality, and out of the
other side comes Sex Sex Sex. Witness the
content of so many Queer publication—page
after page of phone sex ads, hot stud video ads,
and other assorted ads that look just like real
sex ads, although they're actually for things like
lawyers. Have we really sunk that low? Is it
really possible that our community won't suppeat good solid information and entertainment
without tantalizing, titillating, gratuitous sex
thrown in? Quite truthfully, if I were a heterosexual and got my liule hands on some of this
stuff that we regularly disseminate to our general population, I'd know for a fact that Queers
are indeed the degenerate scuzzes my parents
said they were.
I abeady know segments of the strait population are degenerate scuzzes. I know this
every time I spot a skin magazine on a rack. I
know this every time I see commercials for, oh,
say, Health Clubs, beer, or maybe chewing
gum, on television.
But hell, we're not even subtle about it
Het media generally uses legs, sexy smiles,
soft-focus camera shots and Silver Bullets to
represent things sexual. Not us. We use a
drawing of a man with his head thrown back
and an oil derrick protruding from his crotch
area. Het media mosUy confines the blatant
stuff to those aforementioned skin magazines
and the like, safely hidden behind counters in
convenience stores. Again, not us. We stick it
into everything—new spapers .magazines...
whatever we put out puts out
Now I certainly wouldn't want us to pretend we never have sex just so the Puritans who
ran this country can feel safe ignoring us. But
I'm worried about us. Strait Society has steadfasdy denied that humans are sexual beings,
enough, we reject that idea. But we
more than a litde carried away. We
have made sex the main focus of our existence.
I understand that advertisers buy ads to
attract consumers. And they buy the {rinds of
ads they do because they wort That's where
we come in: by making those ads work, we are
telHng advertisers that the best way to reach us
is through our crotches. But it seems to me that
this obsession with sex, from phone sex and
videos to bars and dentists, indicates that we've
got a problem.
What's really being sold with this stuff is a
low, very tow, opinion of ourselves. It's as if
we can't trust our own selves to make intelligent
decisions without appealing to our libidos.
Here's a secret: a decision made from there has
absolutely nothing to do with intelligence.
We itajld be demanding respect from ourselves, our friends, our publications, our
ict suppliers. Write, call, tell them all
more interested in what they're selling
than few. Mthem your definition of a healthy
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COUNTERCULTURE
Wayland Flowers Memorialized in Local Exhibit

Qent 'Dale Presents

The Hottest Show
in Atlanta

slammergirls
"... Too Many Bars
Not Enough Men...'

Qene & QaSes
Upstairs
• Reservations 874-6145 •
Piedmont at Monroe

Atlantis Connection
New Age Bookstore
We also offer Healing
Crystals...
Sllgelite - "Aids physical
healing, purification of
bodily systems"
&
Rubies - "Strengthens
the Immune System"
.—.
1 I

1402 N. Highland
881-6511

,—,
I I

C.I.
Clark
622-4922
Beeper
929-5452

Quality
Work
Reasonably
Priced
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"... classic eye wear
styles of the 1930s,
featuring smaller,
lighter frames in an
evolution of
oval and rounded
shapes."
Giorgio Armani
Eyewear at:

OOptical
btores
2441 Cheshire Br. Rd.
636-9727 or 636-9811
S/Southern Voice • August 17,1989

The Center for Puppetry Arts celebrates the unique talents and
lifetime achievements of Wayland Flowers in a special memorial
exhibit in the Center's museum through November 18. Included in
the exhibit are the infamous Madame, Crazy Mary and Jiffy, all of
which are hand and rod puppets. Also on display are the numerous
awards Flowers received and photographs with Hollywood greats
such as Frank Sinatra and Bette Davis. Exquisite puppet costumes
and sketches highlight the delightful array of miscellaneous memorabilia from the life and career of Wayland Flowers.
Flowers was born and raised in Georgia, served in the Coast
Guard and worked at the Fox Theatre. His talent for puppets surfaced early when he began entertaining neighborhood children.
Through the encouragement of his mother he broadened his artistic
interests to include ballroom dancing, tap, singing, flute, drums and
studied art to improve his design skills and eye for color. Wayland
was teased a lot about "playing with dolls," but the power and the
control that he received through puppetry was much greater than the
insensitive taunts.
In 1963, Flowers hitchhiked to New York and, while not over
night, he embarked on a career that spanned 20 years and brought
the craft of puppetry to a peak level of entertainment. His most
famous creation, the loud-mouth and brassy "Madame" evolved
from a vision in his mind and finally came together after Flowers
encountered a feisty old woman in a New York bar. He and
Madame headlined at exclusive and plush nighteries like the New
York Copacabana, as well as casinos and hotels in Las Vegas and
Atlantic City. The duo's television career brought him fame with
popular appearances on Hollywood Squares, Solid Gold and
Madame's own prime-time sitcom called "Madame's Place."
Flowers won two Emmy awards, published a fictional biography
based on Madame's rise to stardom, starred in a Showtime special
and early in his career performed an erotic puppet show. Flowers'
first legitimate stage performance with Madame was in 1971, in an
original off-broadway production called Kumquats. This erotic puppet performance set the style of Madame's persona. Madame and
Flowers became the toast of Cape Cod and were soon performing in
New York's finest night spots.
Flowers created other memorable puppets, like Crazy Mary, a
speed freak who knew the ins and outs of hospital mental wards,
and Jiffy, a sassy Southern black woman who moved north to
become a nightclub singer. Flowers credited a fellow puppeteer,
Bob Payne, for the idea that gave way to the outrageous Madame.
Payne gave Flowers a hand and rod puppet that had been created for
a production of The Wizard of Oz. It was this puppet with several
face-lifts and specially designed costumes that evolved into the
glamourous, bawdy Madame.
Flowers' career soared in the early '80s, and in 1981 he won
Atlantic City Magazine's Entertainer of the Year Award and the Las
Vegas "Jimmy" award for best specialty act. His many performances included the Warner Theatre in Washington, D.C., the
Universal Amphitheatre in Los Angeles, Radio City Music Hall in
New York and Symphony Hall in Atlanta. In 1982, he was honored
for his creation of Madame, with the Sebastian International
Fabulous Imagery Award.

Wayland Flowers and Madame
Despite his success - a combination of bad management, financial difficulties, personal lifestyle, and a hectic schedule - his star
began to fall. He took some time off to clean up his personal life and
began writing a musical comeback for Madame called Madame and
Me destined for the Broadway stage. He was coming back strong
until 1988 when he underwent serious surgery for a brain tumor.
The surgery left his right arm - which gave life to the beloved
Madame - paralyzed. Through painstaking work he recovered most
of the use of his right arm and continued to work. Flowers was on
stage working at Harrah's Tahoe when he collapsed and was rushed
to the hospital where he remained until he died from AIDS-related
complications on October 11,1988.
Flowers brought laughter for millions who enjoyed Madame's
loud, brassy, obnoxious and outrageous persona. With his death,
Madame fell silent - forever.
-Brandon Ross
The Center for Puppetry Arts Museum is open Monday through
Saturday, 9 AM until 4 PM. Admission is $2. The Wayland Flowers
and Madame exhibit runs through November 18.

The New Underground - Avoid It Unless You Like Big
Mainstream Crowds, Long Lines and High Prices
JT riends who remember the
old Underground Atlanta
say the new Underground is
nothing like it. In fact, every
one of them without fail, has
said, "Well they turned it into a
nice mall, but it's not
Underground Atlanta."
I confess I grew up in the southeastern part
of the State and traveled to Atlanta but one
time when the family vacation included
Underground. Unfortunately, I don't remember any part of it except for the smell of beer
and urine and a gag gift store that sold packets
of Confederate money reproductions (yes, I
bought a packet). Apparently we had chosen
to visit Underground during its waning years
as an entertainment spot, and it was scary
enough to force my grandmother to clutch
tightly to my father's arm and plead with him
to take "us and the children out of here before
some of these thugs knock us on the head and

EVETT BENNETT

The only nightspot with any panache
is a place called "A Train Jazz Cafe".

drag us away."
A recent trip to the new Underground at
night elicited a similar response from me. I
clutched tightly to my girlfriend's arm and
said "Please, Honey, get me out of here before
one of these rednecks or pseudo-yuppies' hairdo ignites and sets off a chain reaction causing
big-hair/hairspray explosions and melts their
polyester blends onto their skin."
In other words, if tourists, outer perimeter
types, from-beyond-the-valley-of-exhausted
married zombies, pseudo yuppies and high
schoolers on dates trying to false-ID their way
into already too-crowded nightclubs and bars
is not for you-then avoid Underground at
night. At least on Friday and Saturday. A
security guard told us that Monday through
Thursday is the best time for night visits.. .and
we believe him We were there on a Friday
night (10:45-11:45 p.m.) and it was packed.
Your first trauma concerning Underground
Atlanta may be how to get there. You may
take MARTA (and get off at 5 Points Station)
but unless you plan to stay for hours it is just
Cont'd Next Page

COUNTERCULTURE
Book Review

Matlovich: The Good - and Gay - Soldier
-L/ eonard Matlovich
was a knot of tangled
images that has needed
unraveling since the late
Air Force sergeant burst
onto American coffee
tables with the news
there were gay people in
the armed services, not
to mention on the planet.
Matlovich, who dies of AIDS last year, was admired,
ridiculed, canonized, and eventually discarded as a media
event past its prime. He briefly held the headlines and we
saw him in his formal persona, but we never knew a thing
about him.
A conservative of embarrassing conviction, decorated
Viet Nam war veteran, gay activist, dabbler in Mormonism,
and person with AIDS, Matlovich didn't seem to fit. He
didn't belong. He was measured for greatness, but he never
seemed to make it, leaping from the lofty cover of Time to
the banality of the pizza parlor he owned at a resort north of
San Francisco.
Fortunately, Matlovich hasn't escaped without an effort
to account for his life, and how refreshing it is to read his
own words as he attempts to undo the knot in the authorized
biography Matlovich: The Good Soldier.
In an era when we are accustomed to contemplate manufactured quotes from subjects long dead who engage in conversations about the weather a century ago, Hippler merely
turned on his tape recorder and let Matlovich speak for the
record.

Underground
Cont'd from previous page
as cheap and convenient to drive, especially if
the people riding with you don't mind splitting
the parking costs. Keep in mind, however, that
all parking and parking decks are full or VERY
expensive during regular business working
hours. So, if you plan to visit during the week,
then MARTA would be your only bet. On
weekends, and after 6:00 p.m. during the week,
you should find parking available.
Underground Atlanta's main parking deck is
accessible from Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive.
The catacombs of that parking deck combined
with the entrance to Underground may confuse
you, but you pretty much know you've driven
to the right entrance level when you are able to
see straight into the men's room of one of the
attractions.
The only people we saw Friday night on our
visit appeared to be straight. Underground does
not seem like a place most gay couples or
friends would hang out. Mainly, because the
crowd is so mainstream and the bars are geared
to that very clientele. The only nightspot with
any panache is a place called "A Train Jazz
Cafe". The band was hot and the look of the
bar is avant garde compared to the other watering holes.
Once you do negotiate the parking garage
and entrance to Underground, here is a little of
what you'll find:
•A mall-type food court serves everything from
chili fries to pizza. Prices are higher than at
most area malls but the food is adequate for a
quick snack.
•Kenny's Alley hosts most of the nightclubs and
bars. As mentioned, this area was packed, but
we were there during one of Underground's
busiest times. The music is...well, let's put it
this way, it sounded like we'd been sucked into
a time warp at one point and landed somewhere

Most gay people suspended judgment about Matlovich
because he attracted homophobic heat for the cause, and
those who read this brief, engrossing volume will find he
was totally ordinary, motivated by the highest ideals, and
was completely unprepared to deal with the fallout of his
fame.
Like the virus that ultimately ravaged his body,
Matlovich was played like a violin concerto by his handlers
who didn't appear to grasp that he was a shy, emotional, and
deeply vulnerable man who deserved better treatment and
certainly better counsel.
In the few instances where Hippler interprets the hours of
recorded conversations, we see that Matlovich was victimized, although not intentionally, by those around him, who
used his name for personal gain.
He was also permitted to compromise his stature when
he made an unsuccessful and irrational run for San
Francisco supervisor, forcing gay people who admired or
disliked him, or who didn't know him, to ask what had he
done for them lately.
And throughout this maelstrom of image versus reality,
Matlovich would have preferred to chuck it all, find a lover,
and build a nest He knew that no matter how many people
swirled around him, he still had to face an empty apartment.
Hippler, a prominent gay journalist in San Francisco, has
taken the high road in this poignant, neatly crafted little
book that reveals this ordinary man's violated heart without
mawkish sentiment. Hippler made the deliberate decision to
give Matlovich his forum, and hence we are spared the inopportune conclusions of other author-savants who feel each
word and gesture teems with import.
There is still a price for the biographer's detachment and
in the Madovich case there are instances when a bit of guidance and interpretation would have been helpful. There are
a few matters that remain unclear, opinions that remain

around 1975/76, when redneck rock was big
with cover bands and beach music blasted from
preppy bars.
•Moving past the Alley you wander onto a cobblestone street clogged with vendors' carts
which obstruct walking and add little to the
look of Underground itself.
•After sampling three restaurants within
Underground (lunch at all three) the most I can
say for the food is mediocre. Buck's, the
Peasant Company offering, is supposed to be
quite nice, but the rumored wait for lunch,
unless you arrive at 10:30 a.m. is 2 1/2 to 3
hours. Dinner is crowded as well.
•Located throughout Underground are historical markers, maps and photos showing Atlanta
"as it once was". Good luck finding them and
convincing crowds not to bowl you over while
you stop for a look.
♦Shopping is a bust unless you want a T-shirt.
For the fashionable dresser, there are only three
stores worth mentioning: Rene Rene, Limited
Express and G. H. Bass Company shoe shop.
Aesthetically speaking, those who remember the old Underground Atlanta seem to think
the new one has killed its spirit. They don't
find it as unique of a place to shop, eat or visit.
In defense of the new Underground however, it
is modem, clean and attractive and has brought
much improvement and economic revitalization to an area of downtown Atlanta which
sorely needed it. Despite the Friday and
Saturday nightclub and restaurant lines, it is
nice to find large groups of people in the normally deserted downtown area who are there
for some reason other than a convention.
The Rouse Company, which developed the
new Underground, did a nice job transforming
urban-blighted areas into places attractive to
businesses, tourists and most locals. It is unfortunate that many times when making something attractive to the mainstream, much of its
character and charm is replaced with high tech,
mall homogeneity.
- Kalan Brown

Leonard Matlovich's childhood was as ail-American as a
Norman Rockwell painting. He grew up an Air Force brat
and in 1963, with his father at his side, he too joined the Air
Force. It was this clean-cut, straight-and-narrow image that
brought him prominence in gay activism, including an
appearance on the cover of Time magazine, and also drew the
wrath of many less conservative gay activists. (Photograph
courtesy of San Francisco Bay Area Gay and Lesbian
Historical Society.)
unchallenged, and we need more personal explanation.
Madovich was either a cypher or else he felt (as the reader and Hippler ultimately conclude) that his life was nothing
special, and in the ultimate self-effacing gesture, he felt his
life was therefore not worth the telling.
Still, Madovich has assumed his niche, worthy or not,
whether he wanted it or not, and this book imposes its measure of sadness for a brief, tumultuous life, the former
sergeant emerges a bit like the Rodin statue of Balzac,
shrouded by a drape, closed off from the light.
-Jay Newquist

Deona ain't quitiiri til she's had enough

-

^

}
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Our House Benefit

To raise funds for
NAPWA's, Deana's PWA
House Fund
The house has been selected, but she
needs your help with the final touches.
Join us for a fun filled evening of
non-stop entertainment,
food and refreshment Hosted by Miss Charlie Brown
September 3
from 6:00
til she's had enough!!

And remember, "The impossible isn't.
The Names Project Quilt... See you there1
Friday, Saturday and Sunday
•
August 18,19 and 20
at both the
MCC
Church
1
and
The Inman Park Trolley Barn

*

Deana's reminding you to
mark that day on your
calendar for this important
charity, event.
Tickets are on sale!

A Bar with a Sense of Community.

1

DEANAS ONE MO TIME
1890 Cheshire Bridge Road
874-0980
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CALENDAR

Qene 'Date (Presents

Art mmmma—i i

•Staged & Directed by Teresa M, Dale
•Musical Direction • Downstairs
HAL LANIER
WeoVSun.

LOCAL ARTISTS, Time's running out, kids!
Exhibit your work this September at the annual
Qlde English Festival, 1989 partial profits bcnefitting Jerusalem House, Call Torn Sroyles at
4554902.
ARTISTS, Artists are needed to exhibit works.
FirstExistcntialistCongrcgationof Atlanta. 470
Candler Park Drive. Call Cathy Logan at 3781413.
THE APEXfAFRICAN AMERICAN PANORAMIC EXPERIENCE). Ongoing. Features
Children's African Village: also, an exhibit of
quilts and folk art. Tues.-SaL, 10-5; Wed., til 6
PM;Sun„ 1-5 PM. $2and$l. 135 AubumAve.
521-APEX.

Qene & QaBes Restaurant
Piedmont at Monroe

SCOTTY'S
CAFE

Hungry after

,

,?''

'

,

howling at the
moon?

Out when you are...
SERVING BREAKFAST ALL DAY, EVERY DAY
Hrs: Mon-Thurs 6:30am-10:00pm
Weekends: 24hrs from 6:30 Fri 'til 8:00pm Sunday
1799 BriarclifFRoad, Sage Hill Shopping Center

881-8118

'Voted best
restaurant in
the 1989
Georgia Bar
Awards

ROCK OUT THE SUMMER

HE GALLEY
Sandwiches & More ... *
Where Only Fresh
"» Ingredients are Used ■
•i..OT|' NEVER PRESERVATIVES
fi;M FEATURING:
\) .\[l
•Daily Specials
•Catering for Business and
Private Gatherings
;• Free Lunch Delivery .
•. ,($7.00 min. chg.)
. ':..
£ :B:" ' * 8?4 Piedmont Road ": -'.
».' Piedmont &. Cheshire Bridge.'.

LOT
DANCE!
Saturday, Aug. 19
A 6:00-11:00
THE

1(^75^5150^
ALWAYS OUR
USUAL FUN
735 Ralph McGill Blvd. 688-5463

OS(PI(T^LCI<TX and
CXP'E,
FIRST MCC AIDS MINISTRY in conjunction
with THE NAMES PROJECT brings you
an evening of entertainment, sweets and treats
to benefit PEOPLE LIVING WITH AIDS
Saturday August 19,8:00pm
First MCC Church of Atlanta
800 North Highland Avenue
Entertainment By:
A CLASS ACT
ATLANTA LAMBDA CHORALE
BETH YORK & FRIENDS
HOPE IN HARMONY
LAVENDER CONNECTION
PRIDE OF PEACHTREE
& OTHERS

Bars
THE TOWER. Mori., Aug. 21 and Fri., Aug.
25. August activities in support of the Gay
World Series '89 include spaghetti dinner buffet
and on the 25th-World Series '89 Host Bar.
Marvelous Monday, Wednesday night pool and
pizza, and Thursday show nights help you blow
off end of summit steam. 735 Ralph McGill
Blvd. 688-54^3.
LIPSTIX. female impersonation in Atlanta,
Mon„ Aug. 21 at 10 PM, Miss Georgia Continental; Wed., Aug. 23 at 11 PM, Christina
Deangelo Fairwell; Fri. and Sat., Aug. 25th and
26th, special guest Jamie Monroe. Reservations
suggested. 2329 Cheshire Bridge, Cheshire
Square. 633-0452 ;:
CLUB 551. Get ready for our annual Miss 551
Contest coming in September. For more information regarding participation and schedule call
873-4052. In die interim, don't forget our live
shows. Friday and Saturday. 11 PM and 1 AM
and Tuesday and Thursday, \0:M) PM and 12
Midnight. 551 Ponce de Leon.
BULLDOG & CO. Country Mondays help
start yoirr week with a yippie-kie-yay. Look for
Win, Lose or Draw coming soon. Call 8723025. 893 Peachlrec St.
THE PHOENIX. Arlene is back and welcomes
you to her new bar. Hours- 9 AM to 4 AM,
Mon.-Fri.; 9 AM to 3 AM, Sat.; 12:30 PM to 4
AM. Sun. Call 892-7871. 567 Por-.-e de Leon.

Benefits
FIRST MCC AIDS MINISTRY. Sat,, Aug.
I9di. In conjunction with The NAMES Project
brings you a night of entertainment and treats to
benefit people living with .AIDS. General
admission-SlO; PLWA's-55. 8 PM at die First
MCC Church of Atlanta. 800 N. Highland Ave.
Call 872-2246 for information.

Comedy m

m

THE GREAT SOUTHEASTERN LAFFOFF.
Thru Aug. 22. Sponsored by Abbadabba's &
Birkenstock. Winners receive a pair of Birkenstock comfort footwear and more. The Punchline Comedy Club. Call 252-0394.
MICHAEL WEST IN 'TOGETHER AT
LAST...REVISITED". Limited engagement
at Gene & Gabe's Upstairs. Sundays and
Mondays at 9 PM. $°.50. Reservations recommended. 874-6145.

Tuck Andress and PattI Catacart, "Tuck
and Pattl", San Francisco's jazz
favoriteSjWHl perform at Center Stage
Theatre on Thum, August 17 at 8:30 PM.
Cy I'immons opens, $13.50.577-9600.
oftheOuBtfromGa. Opening Fri., Aug. 18th at
First MCC Church, 800 N. Highland Ave., with
100 panels. Continuing Sat. the 19th and Sun.
the 20th with the remaining 400 at The Inman
Trolley Barn, 963 Edgewood Ave. Note: 250
volunteers are needed! Contact Danny Davis at
872-0600 or Angie Wallace at 442-3961.
ATHENA TACHNA RETROSPECTIVE.
Thru Aug. 20. Taehna is an environmental artist
who explores art forms in which the spectator
becomes a participant. HMA. 1280Peachtxee
St. 892-HIGH. Closed Monday.
THE ART OF EMILE GALLE: COLOR &
TEXTURE IN GLASS. Thru Aug. 27. One of
the most influential and profilic glass artists in
Europe during the last quarter of the 19th century. Artnouveauinstyleandexecution. HMA.
1280 Peachtree St. 892-HIGH. Closed Monday.
ZOO ATLANTA. Put visiting die Zoo on your
schccule. There's always something educational and entertaining going on to lift your
spirits and add to your enjoyment of living in
Atlanta. Hours: Weekdays 10-4:30; weekends
10-5:30. Admission: Adults $5.75; children
S3.00; 3 years and under free. Group rates,
reservations and advance tickets available. For
more info call 624-5600.

Festivals
MONTREUX ATLANTA INTERNATIONAL MUSICFESTIVAL. Fri., Aug. 25 Sun., Aug. 27. Groups from all over the world
performing -you guessed it - music from al!
over the world! Sites: Chastain Park. Memorial
Arts Center. Piedmont Park. Cull 653-7160 lor
specifics.
16th ANNUAL GRANT PARK TOUR OF
HOMES & FESTIVAL. Sat., Aug. 26 and
Sun., Aug. 27. Tour over 18 restored homes in
one of Atlanta's oldest neighborhoods. Numerous arts taxi crafts, entertainment, etc.
WEST COAST WOMEN'S MUSIC &
COMEDY FESTIVAL Thurs., Aug.31~Mon„
include Cris Williamson
kc a great Labor Day
Jf Man now! Call (818)893-7185.

Film wmmm—mmmmm—m

Exhibits
NAMES PROJECT QUILT. Fri..
18-Sun., Aug. 20. The AllanlaChapterpresents

THE WOMEN. Thur., Aug. 17. Part of the Fox
Family Film Scries sponsored bv Electrolux for
the 50th anniversary of 1939-Hollywood's
golden year in cinema. 8 PM. S4 at die Fox on
Peachtree St. Also: LAWRENCE OF ARABIA. Mini., Aug. 21. 8PM. Fox Theatre.

Sweets Donated by:
THE PREFERRED CATERER
AFFAIRS TO REMEMBER
$10.00 General Admission
$5.00 PLWAs
FOR INFORMATION CALL 872-2246

"Treat your senses while being sensitive
to the needs of PLWA's."

Georgia panels of the NAMES Project Quilt will be on display Sat., August IV and Sun.,
August 20 at the Inman Park Trolley Barn. Sat: I0AM-6PM, and Sundaj 10AM-4PM. <X,3
Edgewood Ave. Admission is free, but donation-, are gladlj accepted.
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CeCe6ration In CDining
Meetings
CHRYSALIS WOMEN'S CENTER provides
professionally led support group for lesbians
every Friday night from 7 PM-8:30 PM. Call
881 -6300 for directions and Information.
FIRST MCC AIDS MINISTRY COMMITTEE. Meetings every Sunday at 12:30 PM.
First MCC, 800 R Highland Ave. Call 8722246 tor more information.
CODA {Co dependents Anonymous-Lambda).
Every Tiles. & Wed. at 8PM."For location and
info call: 239-1657.
MACGLO. Thurs., Aug. 17. 7 PM. Pcachirec
Library. 242-2342.
P-FLAG (Parents/Friends of Lesbians and
Gays).Sun.,Aug.20at5PM.Unitarian-UnJversalist Church. 961 -6085. : :v-

Music
TL'CK&PATTI. Thurs., Aug. 17. "The test
duo on the planet." says Bobby McFenin.
Acclaimed jazz duo. Center Stage. 8:30 PM.
$13.50
SOUNDINGS. Thurs.. Aug. 17. An expertmental evening with Loy lohnson exploring the
curative aspects of tone and vibration. Includes
Native American, Tibetan, African ritual and
chanting rhythms and C&W music, ja/y. & gospel singing. Charis Books. 419 Moreland Ave.
7:30 PM. Free and open to the public. Call 5240304.
CAROLINE AIKEN. Thurs.. Aug. 17. Oneof
Atlanta's favorite contemporary singer-songwriters. Picasso's. 515B N. McDonoughSt. in
downtown Dccatur. S4. 8:30 PM.
THE JUDDS. Sun., Aug. 20 Southern Star
Amphitheater at Six Flags Over Ga. 8PM. $5
with park admission. 739-3400.
WILLIE NELSON. Sun. Aug. 20. Chastain
Park Amphitheater. $18.50422.50, 231-5888.
MELANIE HAMMKT. Wed., Aug. 23.
Acousticsinger-songwritcr WuhBobGiilcspic.
Picasso's. 515BN. McDonough St. $4. 8:30
PM.
TODD RL'NDGREN. Thurs.. Aug. 24. At the
Fox Theatre. Call for times and prices. 8812000,
FLUTE FOR THE SOIL. Thurs., Aug. 24.
Anne Richardson wows everyone with her flute;
and in this special evening performs classical to
jazz to blues and some of her original compositions. Charis Books. 419 Moreland Ave. 7:30
PM. Free and open to the public. Call 524-0304,
OSCAR SHLMSKY. Fri.. Aug. 25. HMA
presents this world-renowned violinist in the
opening nite concert of the second annual
Montreux-Atlanta Ini'l. Music Festival. 8 PM.
Rich Auditorium at Woodruff Arts Center.
$7-10. Call 892-2414.
NATALIE COLE. Wed., Aug. 30 and Thurs,,
Aug. 31. Center Stage Theatre. 873-2500.
CARIOCA& Every Wed. & Thurs., 5-9 PM,
Mose"Davis* Every Fri., 5-8 PM, Bemadine
Mitchell with Mose Davis, Sat. & Sun., 9 PM
until, big scxreen videos with F.J- No cover.
Rid Plaza Level, North and Piedmont Avenue.

Opera
THE BARBER OF SEVILLE. Thurs., Aug.
17 and Sat.. Aug. 19. The Atlanta Opera's
second production of this season, conducted by
William Fred Scott. 1132 W. Peachtrec St.. Sic.
200. $2347. 8 PM. 872-1706 for more info.
MADAME BUTTERFLY. Thurv, Aug, 31.
Sept. 2 and 4th. Puccini's classic. Make plans
to attend now. The Atlanta Opera. 1132 W.
Peachtrec St., Ste. 200. $2347. 8 PM. 8721706.

Radio
All of the following programs are heard on
Radio Free Georgia WRFG 89.3 f-M.
EXPRESSIONS: Tues . 9 11 I'M. The best of
all possible worlds. Exploring the known &
unknown giants of jazz w/John Seides.
THM.OODKARTHTuev.lPM-lAM New
Wave and Alternative Music w/Eric Pnu.-.
SOUNDINGS: Thurs., 1-2 PM- Topical music
and talk with socially concerned artists, hosted
by Franklin Abbott and Lanier Clanoa.
STILL AIN'T SATISFIED: Thurs., 5:05-7
PM Music and Public Affairs from a Heretic
Woman's view. This Way Out, the Lesbian and
Gay Radio News, at 6 I'M.
MUSIC FROM INDIA: Fri., 7:30 PM. Our
12th year on WRFG. A blend of contemporary
and traditional music from the Indian subconti*
neaitw/Manorma Pandit & Raj Chawla.

IMPROVISATION: Fri., l-o AM (really Sat
ttrday morning). W/Van Minis alternating w/
Abdul Malik El-Amin. Straight-ahead jazz and
information to start your weekend off right.
THK SEEKER: Sat., 5-8 PM. Music and
information which preserves, promotes and
advances the true history and culture of AfricanAmerican people. Coltrane, Marley, Nina
Simone, Fela, Martin Luther King, Malcolm X,
book and film reviews, interviews, news, poetry
readings and much more. Hosted by W.S.
Thweme.
SPEED LIMIT 70: Sat., 1-6 AM (really Sunday morning). Music for beatniks, freaks and
weirdos from the late, great, nifty 1950's on up
through the high *60's and beyond! With Monty
Garrette, flic ""musical madman from Macon!
And Bogeyman Foos.
GAY GRAFFHTl: Sun.. 8-9 PM. Good music
and good talkby and about Atlanta's lesbian/gay
community.
LES CHANTEUSES AFRICAINES: Mon..
1-6 AM. A unique radio exclusive! Featuring
musical & literary voicesofbiack women Alicia

A Great Neighborhood
Deserves
A Great Restaurant

%tnt nnb (Hata'a
Restaurant

Piedmont at Monroe

Reservations 874-6145

THE

IMEOU

PHOENIX

Join Arlene and Friends in
Breaking In this New Bar
in an Old Location.
AUG18,5-7PM
World Series Buffet
AUG 19, CASH PRIZE
Wet Jockey Short Contest
AUG 20 Through
AUG 23, Nightly at 6PM
World Series Buffet
AUG 24
Something Special
AUG 25,12 Noon
Cookout
AUG 26,2:00PM
ID Party

ALWAYS OUR
USUAL FUN

WELCOME NAGAAA
Delegates and Participants of the
1989 Gay World Series!

Monday, Aug 21
World Series
Spaghetti Dinner
Buffet at 8:30pm
$2.00 (includes beverage)
Friday, Aug 25

World Series
Host Bar

Wtst, class-act I ,
performs in "Together at Last-Revisited".
Limited engagement at Gene & Gabe's
Upstairs. Sundays and Mondays at 9PM.
$13.50. Reservations recommended. 8746154.

-Wear Your Team Jersey and Get
a Surprise When You Match Our
Pennant Colors.
Hours:
M-FRI 9:00AM - 4:00AM
SAT 9:00AM - 3:00AM
SUN 12:30PM - 4:00AM

735 Ralph McGill Blvd.
688-5463
"OPEN TO ALL MEMBERS OF

THE PHOENIX
567 PONCE DE LEON

THE LESBIAN AND GAY

892-7871

COMMUNITY."

Sports
GAY WORLD SERIES '89 (Softball). Tues.,
Aue.22-Sat., Aug, 26. SouthsidePark. Games
Schedule: Tues.. Aug.22 - 5-9PM; Wed. Aug.
23-Fri., Aug.25 - 9AM-9PM; Sat. Aug. 25
(Championship games) -11 AM-4PM. For more
information, call 881-0294.

^••Welcome WORLD SERIES Teams!!** V

Theatre
SLAMMERGIRLS. Ongoing. Popular musical comedy written and directed by Patrick
Cuccaro. Upstairs at Gene & Gabe's. 1578
Piedmont Ave. 874-6145. Tickets:Tues.-Sun.
at9 PMa, $16.50; Sat. at 11 PM, $8.50. (Reservations suggested!)
MISS MARGARIDA'S WAY. Thru the
summer! Roberto Alhayede's scathing play on
dictatorships set in an Sth grade classroom! A
must sec. Thurs.-Sat.. 8 PM. S8-10. For info,
call 873-2518.
DARK OF THE MOON. Thurs. Aug. I7and
Sat.. Aug. 19. 8 PM. S7. adults; $3.50. all others.
Mercer University Atlanta. 986-3240.
THE ROBBER BRIDEGROOM. Fri.. Aug
18. 8PM. $7, adults; $3.50. all others. Mercer
University Atlanta. 986-3240.
A FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON THE
WAYTOTHE FORUM. A crazy romp through
ancient Rome. Thru Sun. Aug. 27. Neighborliood ■ :■• *v • i *

!>

Come PLAY
with us ...
August 23
10 pm

3

" "■''

Video wmmmmm*

A^

MMJJI

VIEWING VIDEO AS ART: PART 1. Tues..
Aug. 22 & Tues.. Aug. 2^ (Part 2) Program/discussion w/host John Williams. Picasso's. 515B
N. McDonough St., Dccatur. S2 each program.
8:30 PM.

WHERE ELSE?

Auarion

;

845 Peachtree St., NE (rear entrance) • 404 873-1987

m2j

: --^isasetorfafc^Pv&S^

ORGANIZATIONS
AALGA- African American Lesbian/Gay Alliance. 1st
Sunday of each month. 4:00 PM. Ashby and Gordan Street. A
political and social organization for black lesbians and gay
men. PO Box 50374, Atlanta, Ga., 30302.691-5921 or
297-8815.
ACLU/LG-ACLU/Lesbian &Gay Chapter. 3rd Wednesday of
each month. Peachtree Branch Library. 7:30 PM. Working
for the civil rights of lesbians and gay men in the metropolitan
Atlanta area. 523-6201.
ACT- Atlanta Couples Together. A non-political, nonreligious, social organization whose purpose is to support the
positive aspects of gay and lesbian relationships. Events and
meetings vary. Info: A.C.T. Voice Mailbox, 365-2455, or
write PO Box 723291, Atlanta, Ga., 30339.
ACT UP/Atlanta-ATDS Coalition To Unleash Power Direct
action group with the purpose of fighting homophobia, AIDS,
sexism and racism. Meetings held every Tuesday at 7:30 PM
at 131 Ponce de Leon, Suite 233. 24-hr. info line - 286-6247.
Outside Atlanta, call 800-342-7038 ext 6247.
AFC- Atlanta Faerie Circle. 1st Sunday of each month.
Location and time varies. Gay men who gather to support one
another and explore their connections with the earth and white
light 622-4112.
AGC- Atlanta Gay Center. 876-5372. Operated primarily by
volunteers, AGC offers services for lesbians and gays men as
well as educational out-reach to society as a wholeAGC Help
Line-892-0661.
AGMC- Atlanta Gay Men's Chorus. A semi-professional
community-oriented chorus of male voices. Membership open
to all interested singers and non-singers alike. 378-9676.
ALACC- Atlanta Lesbian Agenda Conference Committee. A
diverse group of lesbians helping to organize the 1st National
Lesbian Agenda Conference to be held in Atlanta in 1990 or
1991. For info call 378-9769.
ALFA- Atlanta Lesbian Feminist Alliance. 2nd Sunday of
each month. 6:00 PM. A lesbian feminist organization which
welcomes lesbians of all races, religions, political orientation,
economic status, occupation and degree of openness. Write
PO Box 5502, Atlanta, Ga. 30307 for more info and to request
newsletter.
ALGPC- Atlanta Lesbian/Gay Pride Committee. 2nd Tuesday
of each month. 7:30 PM. Unitarian Universalist Church.
Needs volunteers to coordinate this year's lesbian and gay
pride March to insure its success.
AMC- Atlanta March Committee- More Than a Phase.2nd
and 4th Tuesday of each month. 7:30 PM. North Highland
Branch Library. A community based activist organization that
works toward promoting lesbian and gay rights through
educational, social, cultural, and political events. 377-8312.
AVS- Atlanta Venture Sports. Activities and meetings vary.
An association in which the membership enjoys recreational,
social, educational, and sports activities. 242-4899.
AID Atlanta- A community-based, non-profit agency
providing multiple services to all people with AIDS, their
families and friends, and education to everyone regarding the
disease and its prevention. 1132 W. Peachtree St. (Entrance
13th Street). 872-0600.
AIDS Info Une-876-9944 (Atlama);l-800-551-2728 (Statewide).Answers to questions about AIDS, referrals, etc., by
trained volunteers staffing phone lines from 9:00 AM-9:00
PM daily. A public service of AID Atlanta and the Ga. DHR.
Atlanta Business & Professional Guild- A non-profit service
organization comprised of both gay/lesbian and non-gay
professionals and businesspersons. 2nd Tuesday of each
month. Place varies. Membership and further info: 662-4202.
Atlanta Feminist Women's Chorus- A community-oriented
choral group of women's voices. Membership is open to all
women interested in singing. Chorus practice held each
Sunday, 6:00-8:30 PM at the Fust Existentialist Church at
470 Candler Pane Dr. 355-8894 or 4354498.
Atlanta Lambda Chorale- A community-oriented choral
group for both men and women. Membership open to all
singers and non-singers alike. Rehearsals every Tuesday at
MCC-Blessed Redeemer, 800 N. Highland Ave. 7:30 PM
874-1622
BWMT- Black and White Men Together. 1st Saturday of
each month.8:00 PM. Location varies. A gay inter-racial
organization committed to fostering a supportive environment
wherein racial and cultural barriers can be over-come and the
goal of human equality realized. 794-BWMT.
Circle of Healing- 1st and 3rd Sunday of each month.4 PM
First Existentialist Church. The Circle is open to anyone in
need of healing, be it physical, emotional, or spiritual.
CODA - Codependents Anonymous - Lambda A 12-step
program of recovery from codependency for gays and
lesbians. Meetings Tues. & Wed. at 8:00 PM. For info and
locations call: 239-1657.
Chrysalis - A women's center providing social, educational
and informational programs and services for the community.
2045 Manchester. For info call (404) 881-6300.
Congregation Bet Haverhrt- Services 1st and 3rd Friday of
each month at 8:30 PM Shabbat Seder, 2nd Friday of each
month at 7:30 PM. All Saints Episcopal Church. Proudly
serving the lesbian and gay community. Info line: 642-3467.
COOR - Coalition Opposing Operation Rescue opposes any
individual or group trying to limit women's rights of
reproductive choice. Meetings every Thursday at 7:00 PM
Inrnan Park Library, 447 Moreland Ave. 365-5311.
ELGO- Emory Lesbian & Gay Organization. Meetings every
Wed. at 7PM. Room 363E Dobbs University Center.
Box 23515, Atlanta, Ga. 30322 727-6691.
First MCC Atlanta- Sunday Services at 11:00 AM and
7:00 PM evangelistic service. Mid-week services on
Wednesday at 7:30 PM.800 N. Highland Ave. Office hours
Noon-6:00 PM.Tuesday-Friday.A Christian church
proclaiming God's love for lesbians and gay men. Counsel-ing
available by appointment for individuals and couples. Same
sex Holy Unions performed. 872-2246.
Fourth Tuesday-A networking organization for lesbian
professionals and entrepreneurs, operating through monthly
dinner meetings and a variety of special social, sports and
educational events. P. O. Box 7817, Atlanta, GA 30309,
6624353.
Friends Atlanta- Activities and meetings vary. A social,
recreational, and educational group for gays and lesbians.
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Volleyball, bowling, dinners, theater nights, and dances are
among the activities. 662-4501.
Friends of Zoo Atlanta- Support organization for Zoo
Atlanta. For info regarding corporate sponsorship,
membership, volunteers and adopt-an-animal call
(404) 525-9936. Mon.-Fri., 9AM-5PM
GALA- Gay Atheists of America. Meetings social in nature
and at members' discretion.To assure freedom of speech;
freedom from religion; to defend the separation of church and
state; to assist in obtaining civil rights for gays and lesbians,
and to offer non-believers an alternate social scene. 875-8877.
GALA- Georgia Tech Gay and Lesbian Alliance. Every
Thursday at 7:30 PM. 676-1339 or 352-9213. GALA,
Programs Area, GA Tech, Atlanta, GA 30331
GANG - Greater Atlanta Naturist Group. For gay men who
enjoy nude outdoor and social activities. Not a sex club. Nude
camping, swimming, parties, etc. several times per month. For
info send SASE to: GANG, PO Box 7546, Atlanta, GA
30357.
GAPAC- Greater Atlanta Political Awareness Coalition.
Meetings vary. The gay and lesbian political action committee
monitoring and acting in the local political scene. 888-0510.
GLPCI- Gay and Lesbian Parents Coalition International. 1st
and 3rd Sunday of each month. 7:30 PM. Unitarian
Universalist Church. A support group for lesbian and gay
parents. 296-8369.
Georgia AIDS Coalition, Inc. - A consortium of AIDSservice groups organized to address legislative, political, legal
and public policy issues surrounding AIDS. Write to:
131 Ponce de Leon Ave.,#233, Atlanta, Ga. 30303.
The Group- Thursday nights. Call the Gay Center Help Line
at 892-0661 or write PO Box 15191, Atlanta, Ga. 30333. A
support group for gay and bisexual men who are or who have
been involved in marital-type situations with women.
Hotlanta Volleyball-Serious and amateur players are
welcome to join. Members compete in tournaments and
regulation league play. Clinics held during the year to learn
and practice new techniques. Call 875-0700 for info.
Integrity- Gay Caucus of the Episcopal Church. 2nd and 4th
Friday of each month. 7:30 PM. All Saints Episcopal Church3rd floor of Ellis Hall. 875-2720.
LAMP - The Living AIDS Memorial Park Project. Second
Monday of every month. 7:30PM. N. Highland Branch
Library. For info: 874-3107 or 872-7568. Address : LAMP,
PO Box 301,1579 F Monroe Drive, Atlanta, GA, 30324.
LEGAL- Legislate Equality for Gays and Lesbians. The
voice of lesbian and gay Georgians in the Democratic party.
286-7476.
LIFE- Lesbians in Fun Endeavors. Meeting times and
locations vary. Bringing professional gay women together for
the fun of it, giving them the opportunity to make friends and
enjoy a wide variety of events. 938-2009.
Lutherans Concerned/South Carolina- A society of gay,
lesbian and non-gay Christians. We work to foster a climate
of understanding, justice and reconciliation among all people.
3rd Sunday of each month. 4:00PM. 728 Pickens St.,
Columbia, SC. ContactK) Box 90537, Columbia, SC, 29290.
(803)732-0838.
MACGLO- Metro Atlanta Council of Gay and Lesbian
Organizations. 3rd Thurs. of each month. 7:00 PM Peachtree
Branch Library. A representative council of lesbian and gay
organizations to facilitate the exchange of info. 242-2342.
MCC All Saints-Serving metro Atlanta with positive
Christian support for lesbians and gay men. 5:00 PM every
Sunday. 575 Boulevard, SE. Office hours: Mon-Thurs.
lOAM-Noon, and 1PM4PM. 622-1154.
NAPWA- Atlanta Chapter of the National Association of
People with AIDS. Regular meetings and events. 131 Ponce
de Leon, Suite 233. A political, social, and educational
organization confronting the AIDS crisis. Membership is open
to all individuals with AIDS, ARC or who are HTV positive.
874-7926.
The Names Project/Atlanta- A National AIDS Memorial.
Every Wednesday at 6:30PM at All Saints Episcopal Church.
Send correspondence to: 375 Georgia Ave.,
Atlanta, Ga. 30312.
P-FLAG- Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays. 3rd
Sunday of each month. 5-7 PM. Unitarian-Universalist
Church. Committed to help parents leam what we have
learned. To help change attitudes and create an environment
of understanding, so all gay people can live with dignity and
respect 961-6085 or 296-0830.
PLGC- Presbyterians for Lesbian and Gay Concerns/More
Light 3rd Sunday of each month. Gays and lesbians gather
over light foods to celebrate their Presbyterian heritage.
373-5830.
Palmetto Gay/Lesbian Association - A support, education
and civil rights organization in S. Carolina. PO Box 10022,
Federal Station, Greenville, S.C., 29603. 24-hr. switchboard (803)2714207.
Pride of Peachtree - Atlanta's Lesbian & Gay Marching
Band.Every Monday night 7:30PM-9:00PM at First MCC,
800 N. Highland Ave. For info call 434-7826.
Project Open Hand - Prepares and serves meals to PWAs,
PWARCs unable to do so themselves. Volunteers needed for
organizing, kitchen and delivery. 248-1788.
SESA - The Southeastern Sports Alliance is a fundraising,
awareness and organizer for sports and cultural events leading
up to Celebration '90 Gay Games & Cultural Festival,
Vancouver, British Columbia 875-0700.
SAME- Southeastern Arts, Media & Education Project Inc.
Utilizes the arts and media as tools for exploration, education,
and change in human rights, especially those pertaining to the
lesbian and gay community. 584-2104.
Southern Country Atlanta- A social organization which
promotes country/western dance and activities. We sponsor
country/western dance nights at three locations in Atlanta and
occasionally sponsor out-of-town activities. Call 231-0805 for
further info.
WOW- Women of Wisdom. Usually every 3rd Monday of
each month. 7:30 PM. N. Highland Branch Library.
Facilitates women meeting together with other women in a
pleasant atmosphere. Offers timely programs of interest to the
community, reaches out to older women and women with
special needs. 984-9929.

Mary Bailey-Rule

And now for the news.

Astrologer

Birth Chart Analysis
> Relationship Charts «
• Career Counseling •

404/ 261-9343
Community Psychiatric
& Addiction Services
Crisis is only one reason
we're here.

Paul M. Kimmel, M.D.
David J. MacDonald, M.S.W., C.A.C.
Phone:
633-5935

New SOUTHERN VOICE
Box Locations:
Cheshire Bridge Deli
(Cheshire Br. at Woodland)
Hairanoia/Back Alley Video
(2000 Cheshire Br.Rd.)
Superior Foods
(Virginia Highlands)
Dunk 'N Dine
(Roswell Rd.)
The Silver Grill
(Monroe and 8th)

Over $500,000,000.00 is spent annually on
over the counter Headache Remedies.
The average American visits the doctor five
times a year. Half of those visits are due to
headaches.
Chiropractic results are phenomenal. Four
out of five chiropractic patients find relief from
chronic headaches.

For Gentle and Effective Relief from:
• Headaches • Sciatica •Arthritis •
• Scoliosis • Whiplash • Chronic Pain •
Call 872-1094

Dr. Stephanie Blackton, Chiropractor
Sage Hill Shopping Center, Briarcliff at Clifton

Where Doctor Means Teacher

NATIONAL AUTO-TUNE

Complete Car Service on Foreign & Domestic Cars

VACATION TUNE-UP SPECIAL
4 cylinder $29-95
6-8 cylinder $39-95
Some models, vans & pick-ups higher
12-month or 12,000-mile guarantee
Convenient to Midtown, Buckhead, Downtown, 10th Street MARTA Station

1052 Peachtree Street, N.E.
(Corner of 11th St. and Peachtree)

872-1588

I

PORTRAITS

SARTAII

876-5381
PUT
OUT
SOME
SOUTHERN
HOSPITALITY
AND INVITE A VISITING
PARTICIPANT OF THE

GAY WORLD SERIES
TO STAY IN YOUR HOME.
CALL THE WORLD SERIES HOTLINE
AND LEAVE YOUR NAME AND
PHONE NUMBER.

242^3183
We
Would
Love to
Clean
Your
House or
Business!
tUlfc Cleaning pJomen
For More Information Call:
*a ** T>» ■** ** *a ** T* 'Tn *a *a *X *x

Dixie Card, Owner, 524-4002

SUMMER COLORS
OF BENETTON.

Rio Shopping Ctr. • Plaza Level

FUJM REVIEWS
ft
Parenthood"
Run, do not walk, to see "Parenthood," directed by Ron Howard
("Cocoon") and starring Steve Martin. This is not just a wild and crazy
comedy. This is a slice of life - contemporary Americana.
There is not one bad performance in this movie. Steve Martin is excellent as Gil Buckman, an overly conscientious (read: neurotic) father who
determines his three kids will not have a rotten father like he did. While Gil
dedicates himself to being Superdad, he is constantly reminded that kids is
kids is kids and that's Jhal- Mary Steenburgen as wife Karen is a sweet,
charming patient woman who is clearly the backbone of the family.
Gil's sister is Helen, played by the remarkable Dianne WiesL A harried
divorcee with two roller-coaster teenagers (Martha Plimpton and Leaf
Phoenix), she is constantly struggling with her own needs and the fact that
her children are no longer children. Julie, played by Plimpton in overdrive
mode, is 16 and growing up very fast - so fast she has her boyfriend take
photos of their lovemaking - which Helen discovers. "I think this one is
my favorite," Helen gamely remarks before hell breaks loose.
Garry (Phoenix) rarely says more than one or two words at a time and
carries a paper bag.
Another sister, Susan (Harley Kozak) is married to Nathan (Rick
Moranis). Their child is a genius that Nathan forgets is, after all, still a
child.
Lastly, there is the baby brother, Larry, played by Tom Hulce. This guy
is a real jerk, except in the eyes of their father, Frank (Jason Robards). It is
through this relationship that the truth comes out
"He may be a son of a bitch, but he's his dad's son of a bitch."
While the film is very funny, it is very open and honest There are some
genuinely touching moments as well as some very frustrating sequences.
The issues dealt with run the gamut of sex, oral sex, sex toys, and masturbation - not to mention multigenerational households, divorce, teenage
marriage, unexpected pregnancy and abortion, and compulsive gambling.
There is the matter of a possibly emotionally disturbed child. There is the

tf

The Abyss

child who is extremely bright, reading Kafka at the age of 3. There is a
child who destroys his estranged father's office. There is an interracially
mixed child. Sounds great, huh?
This is a NORMAL FAMILY so to speak. Meaning: There is no such
thing, kids, as a normal family. You raise your kids the best you can and
that's it, right? Wrong. At 5 or at 35, a child is still his parent's child especially if trouble rears its head. (Can anyone recognize this phrase: "I don't
care how old you are, you'll always be my baby.")
The only issue not brought up in this brilliant tour de force is the Big Q.
That's right. Where's the homosexual? Gays aren't even mentioned.
Maybe they will do a sequel. If gays were presented as openly, and lovingly, as the characters in "Parenthood," that would be a giant step.
- Candace Wiggins

tt

James Cameron's "The Abyss" is about humankind's descent to the
blackest depths of the uncharted ocean floor. As the film opens, a Navy
submarine spangled in nuclear warheads tracks on its radar an immense
craft that moves under water at inconceivable speeds.
The military wonders if it is some brilliant new piece of Russian technology designed to topside the scales of military cachet toward Moscow. No.
Nothing from earth could flush through water so swiftly.
Suddenly, the Navy sub loses power, crashes into boulders resting atop
an ocean mountain, and drowns. Alarms ring, the sub takes on a lethal dose
of water, till its crew floats bulge-eyed as wisps of paper drift soundlessly
round their heads like snowflakes on a serene winter day.
Back above water. Hurricane Frederick has begun churning through the
Caribbean toward the vicinity where the sub has sunk. The Navy commissions the crew of an underwater oil-drilling rig called Deepcore to investigate the sub for possible survivors.
But their real purpose is to deactivate the missiles on board the sub,
which are five times stronger than the bomb that vanquished Hiroshima.
As part of a combined effort to. rectify the situation before the hurricane
strikes, the Navy dispatches a four-man SEAL team (Sea, Air and Land) to
work with the Deepcore crew.
Complications arise when the head of the SEAL team, Lieutenant
. Coffey, gradually becomes delusional from decompression sickness. He
clashes with Deepcore's project engineer Lindsey Brigman, who is
estranged from her husband Bud, Deepcore's foreman.
Soon the NTIs (Nonterrestrial Intelligence) who caused the sub to crash
begin to make contact with the Deepcore crew. They do this by means of a
tentacle of water that acts as a sort of chameleon, mimicking the faces and
language of Lindsey and Bud. One of the most expressive special effects in
movie history, it dispenses a mood of ease and benevolence.
Maddened by his decompression sickness, Lieutenant Coffey believes it
to be the work of the Soviets, and sets out to drop the nuclear warheads
deep into the abyss where the NTTs ship lies.
"The Abyss" is a dazzlingly severe technical achievement Cameron
shoots in disquieting close-ups, deeping our sense of claustrophobia and
isolation. He also brings emotional depth to the Brigman's troubled marriage and manages to make even his minor characters stand distinct with the
individual flavors of their own personalities.
"The Abyss" is probably the finest underwater adventure/science fiction
movie Hollywood has ever come up with. It's also utterly banal in its view
of a superior alien intelligence and weirdly misogynistic in its view of the
film's heroine, Lindsey Brigman.
Neither the aliens nor I have any moral qualms about rendering a nuclear
submarine powerless, but what sort of lofty plane do such creatures inhabit
that they can so lightly take life anyway?

Perplexing, too, is the tone in which so many characters refer to Lindsey
Brigman as a "bitch", a label she has apparently earned on account of a
sense of professionalism and purposefulness that would be admired in a
man. Bizarrely, in many other ways, her character is cast from a mold to
break years of anti-feminist stereotyping (though Cameron appears to prefer his women fairly exclusively in tanktops).
For all its gifts, "The Abyss" should have been better. Conceptually, its
special effects (apart from the elegant water tentacle) are startlingly derivative of "Close Encounters of the Third Kind" and the underrated
"Brainstorm". And as in the less-favored special edition of "Close
Encounters", once again the inside of an alien vessel appears hollow.
Beyond that why these superior beings are here on earth and what their
mission is on the ocean floor is apparently of no interest to Cameron.
They're just there, and their decisions about when to end lives appear arbitrary. The film's closing line, too, will likely make you cringe.
Fundamentally, "The Abyss" doesn't make much sense, but it's a
superlatively well-made film with an unusual degree of emotional complexity for a science-fiction work. Name calling aside, the women in
Cameron's films are just as apt to save the day as any man in the movies
today, and they make the toughest decisions boldly. If only he'd made the
aliens here as interesting.
- Terry Francis
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AIDS FOCUS
Chris Lahowitch
LCSW

Psychotherapy
for Individuals
and Couples
For an Appointment, Call
371-8122

Personal Touch

TAROT READINGS
• General
• Specific
• Past Life
Evenings and Weekends by Appointment
Sliding Scale Available

Candace Wiggins

296-3090

DAN R. EASTON
Financial Service Specialist

►Insurance
I •Financial
Planning
j-Estate
Planning
I •Investments
•IRA's

AIDS AGENCIES STRUGGLING TO COPE
Loss of Leadership, Stagnating Funds,
Decreasing Volunteers and Inter-Agency
Tensions Impact Nation's Agencies
Part 2 of a 3-part series
In the first installment of this series, reporter Keith Clark uncovered the growing leadership crisis in the AIDS-care industry across
the United States. His findings are especially worrisome in light of the
fact that major medical researchers identify this as a "new era of
AIDS-care" in which AIDS is viewed as a "chronic treatable disease
condition instead of an unbeatable fatal illness."
In Part 2, Clark goes behind the scenes to see how competition
between agencies, new client populations, volunteer withdrawal and a
dwindling pool offunds are changing the course of AIDS-care in this
country.
INTERAGENCY CONFLICT
Another symptom of the growing organizational stress among AIDS
service agencies manifests itself in the sometimes rancorous rivalry
among agencies over politics and shrinking resources.
The South Florida AIDS Network, which serves as a conduit for
AIDS funds to the majority of agencies in Dade County, was recently
criticized by the South Florida Health Planning Council for growing
"resentment and hostility" among member groups as more organizations with increasing caseloads clamber for funds.
But whether or not the vocal and often strident criticism the South
Florida AIDS Network has received from rival Miami agency Cure
AIDS Now (CAN), reflects a failure of the Network to function properly, or is the result of a long-standing and irreconcilable political rivalry
based on organizational and individual styles remains an explosive
political questioa
Because the South Florida AIDS Network represents the only model
of a centralized AIDS funding agency in this country - a kind of AIDS
supra-agency - how it functions, its benefits and its problems may offer
valuable insights for the other cities around the country.
Although agencies in most cities are at different points in their evolution, words like "coalition", "consortium" and "network" are more
and more frequently being used The "AIDS industry" has grown from
literally a few dozen agencies eight years ago to several hundred four
or five years ago to an estimated 6,000 service providers today. In
most cities there is increasing concern over duplication of services and
redundant agency administrative costs. The natural outcome of this
growing concern has been for AIDS agencies to look to collective
efforts that might help cut down overlapping services and expensive
overhead
SHIFTING DEMOGRAPHICS
Another form of inter-agency tension comes from the shifting
demographics of the epidemic itself. Blacks, who make up just under
12 percent of the total U.S. population nevertheless account for nearly
one-fourth of the AIDS cases in this country. Hispanics, who are less
than 8 percent of the U.S. population represent nearly 14 percent of all
AIDS cases nationally. And the rates of infection among people of
color is increasing. A recent report by the California department of
health found that over the next three years the rate of infection among
the state's black population is expected to triple.

2920 Brandywine Rd. suite 250
Atlanta, Georgia 30341

Phone: (404) 457-0087
Karen J. Benjack-Burke

M. Div., M.S.W.

Jungjan oriented psychotherapy
Ongoing Group Therapy
• Family of Origin Issues •
• Relationship Issues •
• Self Qrowth •
Co-led by Male Therapist
Several Openings Available
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PSYCHOTHERAPY
1549 Clairmont, Decatur
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373-0278

BODY CENTERED THERAPY
John R. Stowe
comprehensive
massage &
wellness
program
that treats you
as a whole
being."

For More Information, call 977-6154

JI

Reduce stress
& anxiety
Change patterns
Of beliefs
Heal the child
within

M.S.

§
%

£

L.M.T.

%IH&& 373-0111

Spring AIDS Action, 1988 in Atlanta, drew few supporters.
As the epidemic began shifting from the white gay male community
to other minority groups, charges of racism in funding have increased.
In March of this year the Oakland, California AIDS Project of the East
Bay charged county health officials had not given the agency major
funding because it mainly serves minorities. The implication is clear:
if black and Hispanic AIDS groups aren't getting funding it's because
money is going to white (gay male) agencies.
Recently more direct accusations arose when the Chicago-based
Hispanic AIDS Network and the African American AIDS Network
accused segments of the white gay community of unfairly influencing
the city's health department and ignoring "the needs of the masses of
Chicago's Hispanic and African American citizens" in the AIDS battle.
Black AIDS activists have also been sharply critical of their own
leaders as well for failing to face up to the disease and its impact on
their communities. Larry Saxxon, director of the AIDS Project of the
East Bay, said recently, "We've got black pastors quoting Deuteronomy
but not what's written on the wall - that their congregations are dropping dead" The lack of response, Saxxon says, stems mainly from an
engrained homophobia. "Blacks find it difficult being drug into a fighting arena by people they perceive as being a 'bunch of fags'," he said
COMMUNITY WITHDRAWAL?
Like many other AIDS organizations from Boston to Seattle to Los
Angeles to Chicago, Miami's HCN has also been experiencing dwindling volunteers from the lesbian/gay community. But when HCN
began a few hears ago addressing its educational efforts less at Miami's
gay "bars, baths, beaches and bushes" and aimed its efforts more at
Junior Leagues, Lions clubs, schools, and other mainstream groups, its
volunteer mix shifted to include greater numbers of non-gays.
Currently HCNs Edwards estimates perhaps only about 40 to 50
percent of their volunteers are lesbians or. gay men. The reason for the
change, according to Edwards, stems partly from the agency's change
Cont'd Next Page
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FREE CONSULTATION
231-5991

Partners in Health &
Chrysalis Women's Center
Specializing In
Quality Services
That Support And
Affirm Positive
Lesbian
Identity

•Psychotherapy
•Massage Therapy
•Personal Growth
Seminars
•Support Groups
•Referral Service

Call 881-63QO for information

NAMES Project D. C. Display
To be the Last of Full Quilt
Smaller Displays of Segments of Quilt to Continue
San Francisco , Calif.-As the AIDS epidemic surpassed the 100,000 mark in July, one
additional victim in the almost relentless toil
will be the Names Project's massive display of
the Quilt itself.
Although NAMES Project spokesman Dan
Sauro emphasized that the organization will
continue collecting panels as it has over the
past several years, and that portions of the
Quilt will continue to be displayed around the
country and in Canada, the October 6-8 display in Washington, D.C. at the Ellipse on the
south side of the White House will be the last
full showing of the QuilL The magnitude of
the epidemic itself with over 56,000 people
dead from AIDS in this country alone makes
the financial and logistic problems of full displays in the future impossible.
"It will be the last display of the Quilt in its
entirety," Sauro said. "The finances, the energy and the logistics of complete displays make
it more and more difficult to do. Instead we'll
be taking smaller segments of the Quilt in
smaller cities and smaller settings to use it as
an outreach and educational tool to new communities. We will be taking the quilt increasingly to places where people may not want to
see it, may not be prepared to face the reality
of the epidemic."

The grim reality behind the NAMES
Project's decision to fold up full displays is the
sheer size of the Quilt- some 10,500 three-bysix foot panels - that continues to grow as the
epidemic itself does.
In order to put on this single massive display, the NAMES Project will stop all its
other, smaller displays throughout the country
for three months while everyone works on the
problems involved in packing, transporting,
unpacking and exhibiting it. Some 2,500 volunteers will be required in Washington, D.C.
alone for the three-day showing. Thousands
of other volunteers in the Project's 54 chapters
around the country will also work for three
months on local aspects of this single display.
And this one exhibition will cost about
$165,000, of which some $90,000 will come
directly from the NAMES Project
At the same time, NAMES Project staff
and volunteers have already geared up for a
shift in focus.
The Project is increasingly aiming its
smaller Quilt displays at new audiences:
school children, IV-drug users, black and
Hispanic communities where AIDS outreach
and education haven't been as pervasive as
they have in the lesbian/gay community.
"Some groups are in more need of the power

The AIDS-care Crisis

are sick and need help, and that costs money.
If people don't get the help they need from
AIDS agencies, two things can happen. More
and more people will suffer all kinds of hardships quite aside from the ravages of the disease itself - malnutrition, homelessness, inadequate health care and simple lack of human
contact. Or they will become increasingly
dependent on government welfare systems,
the social safety-net about which many
Americans have serious doubts.
The first prospect most of us consider unacceptable for reasons of compassion. That is,
after all, why AIDS service agencies were created to begin with. The second possibility most
health officials agree would be a nightmare and
might well bankrupt our already overburdened
health and government social welfare agencies.

Cont'd from Previous Page
in its target audience for AIDS education and
partly from what Shanti's Eric Rofes calls the
"novelty" of AIDS wearing off in the gay
community. "Although the number of gay
men volunteering has dropped off," Edwards
said, "we still have a waiting list for people in
our volunteer program I don't perceive any
shortage of volunteers in Dade County."
Another leading southern city, Atlanta, has
had a similar experience. AID Atlanta hasn't
had the problems getting new volunteers that
many other cities have. And like Miami's
HCN, it too has experienced a shift from an
almost exclusively gay white male volunteer
staff to greater numbers of women, heterosexuals and blacks recently.
Miami's and Atlanta's successes at keeping
its volunteer base at a healthy level may surprise AIDS agencies elsewhere, however, as
groups around the country put out increasingly
urgent appeals for help.
One San Francisco activist, who didn't
want to be identified, summed up the volunteer and financial withdrawal in the
lesbian/gay community this way: "The prevailing propaganda in the AIDS battle for several years has been 'AIDS is everyone's concern.' Well, a lot of gay men have begun to
take that message literally and are starting to
think maybe it's about time for some other
people to help carry the ball for a while. A lot
of gay men are withdrawing from the battle
because they feel they can't fight it alone anymore. And I think that's a growing perception
in our communities, right or wrong."
But whether this assessment of a
lesbian/gay community that's begun to feel
unfairly burdened is correct, or Shanti's Eric
Rofes is right about the "novelty" of the epidemic wearing off, the grim reality is that after
four to five years of intense fighting, many of
our AIDS service organizations and their leaders have entered a difficult transition stage just
as the news on the research and medical front
is beginning to hold promise.
THE BOTTOM LINE
The bottom line in all this, of course, is dollars - millions of dollars in any particular city
and hundreds of millions nationally. People

"The prevailing propaganda
in the AIDS battle for several
years has been
'AIDS is everyone's concern.'
Well, a lot of gay men have
begun to take that message
literally and are starting to
think maybe it's about time for
some other people to help carry
the ball for a while."
The cost of hospital treatment for PWAs
varies widely, from $28,000 to $147,000 per
patient, with much of that money coming from
the public coffers. Yet a January 1989 study by
the California department of health services
shows clearly how non-government AIDS services impact the ultimate tax bill we all have to
pay. The study found that the average hospital
stay for PWAs in San Francisco was 9.5 days
compared with 13.3 days in Los Angeles.
With a national average stay of 14.4 days,
the figures suggest Los Angeles is doing just
slightly better than the rest of the country and
that the often praised San Francisco model of
AIDS services has been in fact highly effective
at saving limited government health dollars and
at keeping PWAs from becoming "warehoused" in public health systems.
Speaking of the possibility of AIDS agencies
shutting down or curtailing services, Steve
Parker of the Sonoma County public health
department, said, "Many AIDS patients will go

KAREN CHANCE

The first-ever showing of the NAMES Project Quilt at the National March on Washington for
Lesbian and Gay Rights in October, 1987.
of the Quilt's message," said NAMES Project Most of the Georgia panels of the NAMES
education director Nancy Katz.
Project Quilt will be on view August 19-20 at
During the Columbus Day-Yom Kippur the Inman Park Trolley Barn at 963 Edgewood
display in Washington, D.C, NAMES Project Avenue. The panels will be displayed from
organizers will conduct seminars on AIDS, a 10AM until 8PM on Saturday, August 19 and
federal legislation update and a candlelight from 10AM until 6PM on Sunday, August 20.
march to the Lincoln memorial October 7 as The "Georgia Quilt Gallery "will open on
part of the final full display of the QuilL Mrs. August 18 at 7PM at the First MCC Church,
Barbara Bush, wife of the President, is being 800 N. Highland Ave. Admission is free at both
invited to make a special visit to the display as displays, but donations are appreciated.There
well.
will also be an all night AIDS vigil on August
-Keith Clark 18 beginning at 9PM at MCC.
without vital services, spending unnecessary
days in the hospital and getting warehoused in
the system at tremendous costs to the taxpayers."
-Keith Clark
Read Part III of this story in our next issue for
the possible answer to some of these problems.

Southern Voice Provides
FREE
Classified Space for
AIDS Services and Education
Announcements.
See Pages 18 & 19 for more information.

The Atlanta Chapter of

THE NAMES PROJECT
proudly invites you to view a special gallery display of

THE GEORGIA PANELS of the
AIDS MEMORIAL QUILT
FRIDAY. AUGUST 18, 1989
7:30 pm

OPENING & ECUMENICAL SERVICE

First Metropolitan Community
Church

9:00pm - 10:00am

OVERNIGHT VIGIL

First M.C.C.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 19, 1989
10:00am - 4:00pm

DISPLAY

First M.C.C.

10:00am - 8:00pm

DISPLAY & LOCAL PANELS

Inman Parlt Trolley Barn

8:00pm

HARMONY. HOSPITALITY &
HOPE BENEFIT SHOW

First M.C.C. (P.W.A. Fund)

9:00pm

VOLUNTEER THANK-YOU PARTY

R.J.'s Exchange

SUNDAY. AUGUST 20, 1989
10:00am - 6:00pm

DISPLAY & LOCAL PANELS

Inman Park Trolley Barn

11:00am - 12:30pm

SERVICES

First M.C.C.

l:00pm-5:00pm

DISPLAY

First M.C.C.

6:00pm

CLOSING CEREMONY
PRESENTATION OF LOCAL PANELS
A. G. M. C. - CHORUS

Inman Park Trolley Barn

LOCATIONS
INMAN PARK TROLLEY BARN
FIRST METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
963 Edgewood Avenue, NE
800 Highland Avenue, NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30307
Atlanta, Georgia
Two Blocks from Inman Park Marta Station
Please join in this intimate homecoming of most of the panels created by and for Georgians prior to the
National Showing of the full Quilt in Washington October 6, 7, & 8, 1989.
If you wish to make a tax-deductible donation to help defray the costs of this display,
please mail to:
THE NAMES PROJECT/ATLANTA
Post Office Box 1018
Atlanta. Georgia 30301
Please note that most, but not all, Georgia panels will be on display.

ADMISSION TO PANEL DISPLAYS IS FREE
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KEEP REFRIGERATED
Talented: Ruling Planets

Chic
Profiles of the m^n and

August 17 through August 30,1989
by Mary Bailey-Rule

FAMOUS

The Sun goes into Virgo on August 22 and the
New Moon creates a solar eclipse on August 31.
Virgo is a mutable earth sign, usually with exceptional abilities in patience, perseverance and discrimination. Happy Birthday to the Harvest Sign!

Bertha Butt

ARIES - Venus is moving into
your house of personal relationships, so acknowledge your close
friends and be open to new friends
or partners coming into your life.

Lily White

TAURUS - Your personal relationships may be more intense, so
make an effort to heal old hurts
and be aware of budding
romances or potential friendships.

Occupation: Professional
Entertainer and emcee of Lipstix
Claim to Fame: Queen of All
Unnatural Acts

Occupation^: Professional

Impersonator
Claim to Fame: Miss Universe at
Large 1988-89

What Lipstix Means to Me:
I like working at Lipstix because there's
a family feeling - a coming together of
talented performers from different
parts of the country, brought together
under one roof.

Lipstix is special because of its diversified
audience - straights and gays together. The only
set part of my monologue is for our nightly
birthday announcements. The rest comes from
the audience; they offer me my best
spontaneous material.

GEMINI - Expansive Jupiter has
moved into your 2nd house of personal values and material
resources, so this is a good time to
create a 6-year plan for finances.
CANCER - Jupiter is in your 1st
house expanding your self-esteem,
your sense of identity and possibly
your waist line. Exercise is advisable, as well as eating fresh fruits.
LEO - Pluto is in your house of
home and immediate family, so
watch for answers and solutions
by paying attention to your intuition, and act on your instincts.

Where Some of Atlanta's Most Beautiful
Women are Men

i

VIRGO - The Sun joins Mercury
and Mars in your first house on
August 22nd, so be ready to celebrate and enjoy life to the fullest.
Also take time for a massage, or
some physical exercise.

LIBRA - Venus is in your first
house until mid-Septcmbcr, so be
aware of all your fine qualities,
update your wardrobe, and take
action on a promotion or new
career.
, SCORPIO - Your creativity and
self-esteem are enhanced by a
water trine with Jupiter in Cancer
and Venus in your 12th house, so
trust your intuition and go with
the flow.
SAGrTTARIUS - Now is a good
time to volunteer for your
favorite cause and make new
friends. Find ways to align your
career with your vision for a better world.
CAPRICORN - This is a good
month for travel, expanding your
awareness, or continuing your
education. Include a friend or
loved one in your plans and have
fun.
AQUARIUS - The Sun is moving into your 8th house of mystery and self-mastery, so give
yourself time to relax and reflect
on the magnificence of your
inner being.
,PISCES - Use your compassion
and sensitivity to free yourself
from the past and begin to do the
things you have been dreaming
abouL including some time at the
'beach.
Mary Bailey-Rule is a professional astrologer
who specializes in birth chart analysis, relationship charts and career counseling. For
more information or an appointment, call
261-9343.
ILLUSTRATIONS BY LIZA COLLOBITH

Dykes to Watch Out For

by Charles Haver
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This is Your
Last Chance!!

RESTAURANTS
With Mac and Jacqueline

The August
Classifieds
Sale is in its
11th Hour
JO GIRAUDO

CARAMBACAFE:
Mexican New Age

FAMOUS FACES
Sheena's Had it with Boys
Sheenawatchers showed little surprise when the singer from down under let her disenchantment with men come to the surface. In a recent concert in Pittsburgh, Sheena
Easton advised the women in the audience to stay away from men. "If you want companionship," she said, "go to the pound," explaining that "...girls and dogs stay faithful."
Deal Done by the Diver
A lawsuit filed by diver Greg Louganis against his old friend and manager James
Babbitt has been settled out of court. The Olympic gold medalist had fired his manager
and then sued him, saying Babbitt threatened to reveal "confidential and private facts"
about Louganis, unless he was rehired or given money. The matter is now out of the
courts, but details of the deal remain undisclosed.
Politically Correct (...even with lipstick and mascara)
Progressive activist Morgan Fairchild says her image as a beautiful blond frequently
results in her intelligence being discounted. Still, Fairchild works for causes such as
AIDS, abortion rights and the environment. When asked about future plans, she maintained she won't run for political office because she'd rather remain "a thorn in the side."
Fairchild credits the women's movement for tearing down roles, allowing women to
"wear make up and still have a brain."
Quayle Quotes
Quayle bashing was the order of the day during San Francisco's annual Comedy Day,
with comedian after comedian taking shots at the abused V.P. A favorite quote came
from Quayle's reported comment during his visit to Latin America, that he should have
prepared better for the trip by studying more Latin in school. Referring to that, San
Francisco city supervisor Richard Hongiston said Quayle deserved a chance to defend
himself. "We invited Dan Quayle," he said, 'but he couldn't find California."
-F.G.

S'Ae
A L Y IS O N

ALMANAC
THIS MONTH
in Gay & Lesbian History
AUGUST 29, 1867: Karl Ulrichs,
speaking to a conference of jurists in
Munich, becomes the first known person in modern times to publicly declare
himself a homosexual (although he
used the term "Urning") and to speak
out in favor of gay rights.
This feature is prepared by the editors ol The Alyson Almanac, available in bookstores nationwide.
Copyright ° 1989 by Alyson Publications, Inc.
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FAMILY
TREE
James
Baldwin
Aug. 2, 1924
Dec. 1, 1987
U.S. writer
and activist
After an unhappy childhood in Harlem,
James Baldwin moved to France, where
he spent much of his adult life. He
became a leader in the black civil rights
movement, and argued that the myth of
white superiority was the most destructive of the many myths that permeated
American culture. Homophobia, he
said, was closely related to that racism.
The mainstream media, however,
portrayed Baldwin only as a black
writer, ignoring his gay identity. Today
he is best remembered for books such as
Giovanni's Room, Another Country, and the
controversial The Fire Next Time.

M: The first time we went to the Cafe Caramba
we were driving back into town from the beach
and were looking for a restaurant where we could
go grubby and not run into anyone we knew.
Trying to sneak into a booth in our worst beach
clothes, we ran into eight people we knew - four
of whom we did not want to see. Our attack of
lesbian fashion paranoia interfered with our ability
to taste the food, so we decided to go back for
another try.
J: And wouldn't you know, when we were
dressed in our finest gay summer apparel, we only
saw baby boomers or older people with dyed hair
pretending to be baby boomers in this small,
Mexican, New Yo±ey/New Agey restaurant that
serves purified water.
M: I keep trying to tell the difference between all
of the Mexican restaurants in town, but I confess,
all of the food tastes the same to me. The only
distinctions I'm ever able to make is between fresh
nacho chips and yucky nacho chip, and which
food gives you the most gas.
J: However, Caramba has some notable distinctions. First, there is mouthwatering vegetarian
dish #2 that has the best cheese quesadilla that I've
tasted. The margarita is just right with a Mexican
bite. The nacho chips deserve an A+, and the
salsa sauce is not too hot for the average
American. Also, I liked the creamy, smooth taste
of the guacamole dip.
M: I couldn't tell the difference between the burrito and the enchilada.
J: I couldn't tell the difference between the
tamale, the burrito, and the enchilada on #14.
Also, Mac is a semi-vegetarian and her picking
out all of the ground beef on this dish didn't help.
Don't order #14.
M: Actually, this place is an OK Mexican restaurant, except for the Mt. Everest parking lot that
requires either tennis shoes or ropes to negotiate.
J: Typical of Mexican restaurants, there were few
desserts to agonize over. We sampled the flan and
the sopapilla (a crisp, flat tortilla doused with
honey and butter). The sopapilla was a light ending to a full meal. The flan was excellent in taste,
but the texture was a bit coarse. An added touch
to the flan, was the soft, dewey-eyed older
woman, one of the owners, who when she served
it told me she had made it herself. This made me
feel at home.
M: Caramba is homey. The food is cheap. You
don't have to dress up, and the crowd is mixed.
And, if you are like me and can't tell the difference
between the entrees on #14, you can look at the
decor which has got to make the Caramba Cafe
the most interesting looking Mexican restaurant in
town.
J: Caramba gets my vote for the best, most downhome little Mexican restaurant in town. An added
bonus is that it seems to welcome open gays and
lesbians.
M: Ditto.
Caramba Cafi is at 469 N. Highland Ave.
Hours: Mon. - Sat. serving lunch from 11:302:30 and dinner from 5:30-11:00. Prices from
$3.00 to $895. It is handicapped accessible.
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CLASSIFIEDS
AIDS SERVICES
<£ EDUCATION
AIDS Information Line - 9AM9PM weekdays, 9AM-5PM,
weekends for confidential, factual answers on risk, transmission,
testing, medical and other referrals in Ga. and elsewhere.
Atlantans call 876-9944, other
Georgians dial toll-free 1-800551-2728. Hearing-impaired
callers access via TTY 876-9950.
Spanish-speaking operators available. A service of AID Atlanta
and the Ga. Dept. of Human
Resources.
AIDS Care Coordinated Is a
new service for PWA's in need
of housing and assisted living.
Call for more info at 371-9433.
CIRCLE OF HEALING -1 st and
3rd Sunday evenings each month,
7:30-9:00. First Existentialist
Congregation, 470 Candler Park
Drive (near Little 5 Points and
Candler Park MARTA station).
Meditation, guided imagery,
group support. Free, open to all
in need of a centering, healing
experience, especially people
dealing with HIV infection and
those in recovery or therapy.
Facilitated by Franklin Abbott
with music by Beth York. Info:
378-5570,10-2 weekdays.
ATLANTA GAY CENTER
Clinic - M.T.W, 5:30-9:30 pm.
Anonymous HIV antibody
screening and treatment, $15.00.
Free STD screening. Arrive by
9:00 pm, please. Call 876-5372
for more information.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Atlanta Symphony Youth
Orchestra is currently accepting
applications to audition for its
1989-90 season. Auditions will
be held September 16 and 17 in
the Robert W. Woodruff Arts
Center. Interested young musicians may obtain an application
to audition for the Youth
Orchestra by calling (404) 8981182. The deadline for applications is September 8, 1989.
There is a five dollar application
fee. Contact: Liz Nagel, 8981192.
BLACK FEMINIST WRITER
seeking women with DREADLOCKS for anthology. Wants
photographs and women's own
words on the experience of locking their hair. If you are a
DreadWoman or know of any,
please contact Terri Jewell, 211
W. Saginaw, #2; Lansing, MI
48933. Will give full information upon request. (517) 4853500. (V2,#15)
Sister Sister Productions presents
the Contemporary Women in
Music Series, part of the 89-90
Cannon Chapel Concert Series at
Emory University.
September 9 - Solo Pianist Mary
Watkins
October 14 - Jazz soloist
Adrienne Torf. Phone 377-8312
for info.
Hotlanta (gay) Soccer is now
organizing a co-ed team. For
more info, call 264-7173. (Also,
information on Gay Games"90.)
Gay men and women needed for
a raucous gay percussion group
now forming. Marches, celebrations, rallies and political action
will be our goals. Novices and
professionals who want to act
out, have fun and make wonderful rhythmic noise, please call
Ralston at 875-8648. (V2, #15)

AUTOMOTIVE

Complete Line
of New &Used
Cars Available
2.9% Financing or
Rebates up to
$2,000!
Also First Time
Buyer Program!

KENT CURRY
141 Piedmont

659-3673
876-6630
AUTO REPAIR
MOBILE AUTO
REPAIR
Foreign-Domes tic-Diesel
Major or Minor Repairs
Certified Technicians
Your Location,
Your Convinience
ALL WORK
GUARANTEED
^^r 355-2221

SWJJTBCH
^EMPLOYMENT
GAY ACTIVISTS. HELP WIN
AN AIDS BILL OF RIGHTS.
The fastest growing liberal lobby
in the U.S. is hiring canvassers
for civil, women's and gay rights.
Earn $250-$375 / week J/T, P/T.
The Rainbow Lobby. (404) 2391626. (V2#13)
Dynamic Career Counseling. •
Career Exploration
Consultation and Assessment Resumes and cover letters Interviewing techniques -Work
personality testing -Individuals
who are deaf and hearing
impaired
welcome.
Comprehensive and Humanistic.
LynnMisheff,M.Ed.,CRC 2946420 or 297-9596. Near
Farmer's Market.
SEW WHAT? Have you an
interest in creative design for
ladies' fashion? Person required
to work closely w/owner of
ladies' apparel shop to both
design and manufacture new
styles. No professional design
experience necessary but skilled
sewing background a must.
Send resume & address to
J.A.F.A. Productions, P.O. Box
368, Locust Grove, GA 30248
(V2,#15)
Experienced Hair Stylist with
some established clientele wanted for Atlanta's new hair salon,
Hairanoia. Call 10 am to 5 pm,
Mon-Fri, and ask for Mary - 3215775 (V2,#15)
Looking for co-driver. Tractortrailer driver running midwest
and southwest. 1989 Cab over
double sleeper. $500 week takehome. 2 years OTR experience,
no DlU's. Home every weekend.
P.O. Box 382; Palmetto, GA
30268. (V2, #13)
live-in CAREGIVER NEEDED
to attend & watch two incapaci
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^EMPLOYMENT
tated PWA's during nighttime
hours (other health professionals
present during day) in exchange
for room (one of three bedrooms in
Momingside Chase apt.) and board
(food available to be cooked.)
Relatively well PWA preferred.
Please contact N. AP.W.A. @ 8747926 M-F 12-5. National Assoc.
of People with AIDS, 131 Ponce
de Leon Ave., #233; Atlanta, GA
30308. (V2,#13)

SOUTHERN
VOICE
Positions Open

Sales

Commission Based,
plus Bonuses,
Full-time
Experience needed.

Distributors
2-3 Hours
every other week,
Insured Vehicle Required

Writers
Business • News • Feature
Arts & Entertainment
Experience Needed

Contact

HEALTH
Caring for your home medical
equipment needs " Rental •
Sales • Delivery. Hayden's
Home Health Care 849 P'tree
St., Ste. 104; Atlanta, GA 30308
(404)875-1471 (V2,#14)

Tennis Anyone? There is no
better time than now to improve
your tennis game. For tennis
instruction, call Paula Gore.
659-2301. (V2,#16)

LEGAL
ATTORNEY - General Practice
including Auto Accidents,
Personal Injury, Real Estate,
Wills, DUI/Traffic Offenses,
Divorce, Child Custody,
Bankruptcy.
577-7167.
Convenient downtown location
on MARTA. PATRICIA J.
GARLAND. (V2,#22)

METAPHYSICAL

EMORY AREA
CHIROPRACTOR
needs Receptionist/Insurance
Processor. 45 wpm/10-key by
touch/computer helpful. 8:30 am
- 6:30 pm, M-F. Call for
appointment. 8-11 am, 8721094.

Metaphysical
Bookstore

Be Out at Work. Full time
Secretary/Office Support. 3786012 (V2,#13)

• Hypnosis Tapes & Video's

Terrific office & studio spaces
for rent. Great for professional
artists & small businesses.
Renovated & reasonable. Little
5 Points area. Call Jeri, 3737629. (V2,#13)
Candler Park/Dekalb Ave. 2
Bedrooms/$475/month. Deposit
6 References. Maximum 2 persons. Cafl 8764852

HEALTH

David C. Cook, M.D.
Momingside, P.C.
General Psychiatry
Certified Addictionologist
Individual/Group Therapy
Weekend Marathon
Intensives

Call 621-0256
For a healthy response in your Personal,

Run it in Southern Voice.

Rev. R. Lanier
Clance
Therapist
It's Never
too Late!
427 Moreland Ave., NE
Suite 500
373-3679

SBM, 5'8", 175#, professionally
employed, disease-free, seeks
liberal-minded SF for uninhibited adult fun. Can be discreet or
open. Phone/photo to Mark,
P.O.B. 77365, Atlanta, GA
30357. (V2,#13)

" FINALLY
SOME CONDOM SENSE
A DISCRETE MAIL ORDER

?

INSTRUCTION
IN A MUSICAL RUT? Try
private guitar instruction from a
pro. Specializing in classical,
jazz harmony, improv, theory.
Beginners welcome. 873-1834
(V2#13)

Leigh VanderEls
876-1819

FOR RENT

PERSONAL

Ansley Square

Largest Variety of
Metaphysical and
Self Help Books in
Metro Area
•New Age Cassettes & CD's

Psychic Tarot readings.
Everyday 94.8724866 (V2#18)

PERSONALS
GWM, youthful 31, 5' 7-1/2",
140 lbs. Alluring, swimmer's
build, healthy. Ivy League educated. Professional, discreet.
You, GWM, charming, trim,
healthy, smooth-bodied, cleanshaven, undergraduate, graduate
student or young professional.
Discreet. Preppy and maybe
brattish-I can be! Stable. Et
hoc genus omne. Expressive
missive, photo and phone. SV
Box 2277. (V2,#14)
GWF, 35, attractive, intelligent,
honest, seeks same. Into movies,
the outdoors, tennis, music
(Patsy Cline to Cyndi Lauper),
the moon/stars/ocean, chocolate
and the Simpsons. Please send a
note and photo to SV Box
#2276. (V2,#13)
GWF, Very attractive, spiritually
androgynous American IndianEurasian; short dark hair, green
eyes; 5'5"/135 pounds. I'm 45
(look 35), multi-faceted, free
spirit. I'm seeking bright, attractive non-Smoking friends/lovers.
However, with the right lady I
could play the monogamy game.
Write! Photo^ihone appreciated.
SV Box #2278. (V2,#13)
Lesbian, 29. I'm a musician who
enjoys tennis, biking and exploring the great outdoors. I would
like to meet women who are
responsible and career-minded.
No smokers please. SV Box
#2275. (V2,#13)

Healthy GWM, 71, retired, looking for friends, roommate, relationship, more. You are drug
free, clean, decent Every note
answered. You are honest and
wanting to live in Alabama.
Please be serious. Age unimportant. Box 20538, Montgomery,
AL 36120. (V2,#13)
Southern GWM, 27, br/br, 160
lb. Looking for similarly masculine caring man to develop common interests with. Foto a plus,
phone # a must. Write to Wayne
c/oSV Box #2276. (V2,#13)
Gay Introductions, Free. Call
491-6909.
BLUE EYED PREPPIE Boyish 36, bright, fun, charming,
good looks, seasonal beard, safe
top. Seeks cute bottoms for
Southern visits. Send photo to:
P.O. Box 875, Harrison, NY
10528
Seattle Gay White Professional
Male, 47, thin, good build, who
enjoys Fine Dining, Travel,
Music, Dance and the other Fine
Arts, would like to meet a Tall,
Top Gay Black Professional
Male with similar interest for
friendship and the possibility of a
long-term love relationship.
Travel arrangements are no problem.(SV Box #2274)

PETS
Wrinkles-wrinkles-wrinkles,
Chinese Shar-Pei Puppies.
M/F, 6 weeks old, fawn and
cream colors, exceptional show
quality. Champion background,
pure breed and registered. 3 yr.
old female Shar-Pei (no papers)
free to good home. 872-5545
after 6 pm. (V2,#13)
Basenji and SharPei; full bred,
neutered/spayed. Illness forces
me to offer these playful, adult,
outside dogs for free to a loving
home. Prefer they stay together.
378-6945. (V2#15)
Beautiful Pet Rabbits. Mini
Lops. Calico, grey and white.
Free. Call 325-2660. (V2,#15)
Pet sitting by ANN. Personalized
In-Home Pet Care. Insured and
Bonded. References upon
request Ann Bowers, R.N. 8971820.(V2r#12)

TROJANS
LATEX CONDOMS
PLEASE RUSH ME:
TROJANS ORGNAL BRAND
TROJANS-ENZ
TROJANS - ENZ LUBRICATED
TROJANS- ENZ WITH
SPERMICIDAL LUBRICANT
QTY

PRICE/OOZ
$4.00
$4.00
$5.00
$5.50
SUB TOTAL
GA. ADO 5% TAX
TOTAL DUE

TOTAL

NAME:

t

ADDRESS:
CITY:
STATE:

ZIP:

SENQ CHECK OR MONEY
QRKERTQ;
T.C. DISTRIBUTION
P.O. BOX 49244
ATLANTA GEORGIA 30359-1244 ,

GAY
INTRODUCTIONS

976-4MEN
Atlanta's

Exclusive
Gay 24 HR.
Introduction
Service.
Messages
Changed Often

$3 PER
CALL
TO APPEAR ON
YOUR PHONE BILL
PLUS TOLLS IF ANY

To leave your
own message,

call 491-6909.
It's a FREE call.

REAL ESTATE
FEE-SIMPLE TOWNHOME
OFF PLEASANTDALE ROAD
(near 1-85 /1-285) -2 bedrooms
•fireplace -1-1/2 baths •washer/dryer «deck «pets O.K. For
sale: $59,900 (non-qualifying
assumable loan) For rent: $600
(lease-purchase option available)
ROB: d) 847-3515 n) 3553632. (V2,#13)
Country Charm with Lake HaralsonCounty'sonly
Gay/Lesbian community-Elegant
3-year-old country home with
1500 square feet on 1 fenced acre
with 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
fully applianced kitchen with
breakfast nook, washer-dryer connections, living room, dining
room w/cozy fireplace and French
doors which open onto a

OFFERED BY
INTRODUCTIONS
P.O. BOX 8175
ATLANTA, GA 30306

378-6012

I

CLASSIFIEDS
REAL ESTATE
screened-in porch overlooking a
stocked 2-acre bass lake. Close to
Hwy. 27 & 1-20. For appointment, call after 6 pm, 1-646-8642.
Asking price $65,000 or best
offer. Vicki Becker. (V2,#12)
GRANT PARK - 2 BR 1 BA
beautifully renovated home.
Many extras include all new
kitchen and bath, security system,
deck, wallpaper throughout, hardwood floors, and much more.
Featured on the Tour of Homes,
this home is a bargain in the low
80s. Call 627-6603. (V2,#15)
MIDTOWN ELEGANCE, finest quality
renovation you've seen, 3 BR/2 BA, incredible kitchen and bathrooms, garage, music
room, call now to see! $294,500.
MORN1NGSIDE 2 story with fabulous lot,
3 BR/3 BA, solarium, 2 fireplaces, hardwoods, garage, oldest home in area, solid!
Reduced to $199,500!
BUCKHEAD/BROOKWOOD PARK
CONDO straight out of Metropolitan Home,
1 or 2 bedrooms, 2 sunrooms, great security,
much more! $79,900
MIDTOWN TOWNHOUSE, 2 BR/15 BA.
Fabulous investment with Highrise plans
across street! $149,500.
BUCKHEAD PRESTIGE secure and beautiful building, 2 BR/1-1/2 BA, non-qualifying and non-escalating loan with low equity,
balcony. $79,900

SHEAEMBRY
876-6661
RICK STUCKEY
876-4474
(V2#9)

J

JF -

REALTORS"

875-5400

BETWEEN 2 PARKS! Cute
Lake Clair home redone to
perfection! Great decor,
fireplace, new kitchen, outside
patio. Only $106,500.
GET IN QUICK! Renovated
2 br. bungalow on quiet street.
Celebrate Labor Day on your
new deck.
RENOVATORS! BEST
LOCATION! Owner helps
you finance make-over on this
Peachtree Hills home. Call me
today- it's a golden
opportunity.
DEC ATUR - The next VaHighlands? Call me for great
homes all over.

CHRIS CARROLL
> 321- 3123 or
225-8311 Dig. Beep.

Metro Atlanta

Having a yard or garage
sale in the near future?
Let Southern Voice help
get the word out!

REAL ESTATE
TWOSTORYVICTORIAN on the
park, duplex could be elegant single
family; 6 fps, cent, heat, heart pine
floors; 2ba. A steal at $119,500.
SECLUDED, PRIVATE CONDO;
Ground level, Patio to wooded
grounds, Vinings area, assumable
qual. fixed loan w/ owner second.
Only $73,800. Why pay rent?
VICTORIAN DOLL HOUSE;
Total redo on great Grant Park St.,
skylights, cent h/a; hdwd floors,
new kit. & ba., 2 br., only $74,500.
OWNER FINANCE; 2 br. 1 ba.
near E. Lake Marta sta. C h/a, fp in
lr. Great for investor or first time
owner; Can't beat the price; $39,900.
PONCEY HIGHLAND; Immac. 3
br. 1 ba. New kit and knockout bath.
Part, finished basement w/ stubbed
ba. for artists studio or apt, won't
last at $129,500.

NIKIMARMO
*»**_}. ELLIE ELIMON
^0f"§»r233-4633 office

iCE&f- 872-3811 res.
2911 Piedmont Rd.

MORTGAGES
To Fit Your Lifestyle
FHA-VA
Conventional
Portfolio
Investor
Programs Available
LOW RATES
Easy Qualifying
Flexible Underwriting
CONTACT:

Vince Quelle
OFFICE:939-8860
HOME:8764601
DIGLTAL:837-9298

SERVICE

1st Mortgages
As low as 4.6%
aualifvins rate
12.10% +2pts.
for "A" credit

Refinance

15,20 or 30 years
up to 90% LTV

Independent
mortgage broker
sensitive to the
needs of our
community.
Mary Bazemore
Bus. (404-) 634-9440
Dig. Pager 566-3308
Home (404) 352-8721

REAL ESTATE

COLDWetL
BANKeRQ
REHAB A CLASSIC circa 1913 East Lake Co. a
area in excellent, near ong cond. Huge lot, 3be, lba
Sec. Sys. $79,000 assumable.
CLOSE-IN TUCKER 3/2 spl level cedar stone
conlemp. w/deck, fplc, 2 car ga. A more on [g. wi
cul-de-sac lot $107,900.
VA-HIGHLANDS BEST CONDO BUY
Lg. 2 br flat in great community w/ pool A a yard.
Excellent location, convenient to Emory/ CDC.
$68,000. Low do pmtFHA fin. avaiL
UNIQUE, DISTINCTIVE MIDTOWN
THOME Chancier w/style at the Summit! 2bc
1 -1/2 ba on 3 levels. Quality IhronghouL $145L
with special fin. avaiL Low $50 fee.
EVERYTHING YOU'RE LOOKING FOR in
Midtn. ALLENWOOD CONDOS at 7th .1 Prime
local, off street parking, all appliances. Two 2 bt to
choose from. $66,900 - $71,900.

MIKE YOUNG
"THE INTOWN CONDO
CONNECTION"

873-1253
874-2262

ROOMMATES

ROOt1t1ATESm

——FAST.,
Serving Atlanta's
Gay Community
Professional &
Confidential Largest
Selection
Fast Service
Since 1986

26 1-9093
Lilbum Area - Close to 1-85.
Female desires female roommate
in house with 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, fireplace and fenced yard.
$350 plus utilities. Call 9257412. (V2,#13)
Wanted: Lesbian Roommate.
Duplex apt.; Decatur. $250 + 1/2
utilities/mo. Call 371-0418 or
leave recorded message at 3780611.(V2,#13)

The
People
Project
Volunteers who like people,
feel that they have a mission in
life, and ready to assist PWA's
in our community. Call Ron at
875-5582 or The Atlanta Gay
Center at 876-5372. (V2,#15)

Responsible, stable, quiet, considerate lesbian seek similar nonsmoking roommate preferably
professional or graduate student
to share nice modem two story
duplex apt. in Decatur-Emory
area. $250.00+1/2 utilities/mo.
Leave message @ 378-2682
(V2,#13)

Free Typesetting. If you are a
non-profit organization and
deal with any related AIDS
issue. 111 laser typeset newsletters, flyers, brochures, etc., for
free on a Mac. Call 651-3962
(Parker) for more info.
(V2,#15)

SERVICES
Serving
East Atlanta
Orrawood
&
Grant Park

Minimum charge $5.00
Over4Owds.at250/wd..
Style charge.
Subtotal
. issues (Multiply subtotal by
# of issues)
Total amount enclosed
Style Choices
□ Bold
□ Caps
□ Italics
□ Forwarding Box

Free

OPEN:
M-F 8:30-6:30
SAT. 8:30-5:00
1279 Glcnwood Ave.
627-5757

Dustballs on your 1000 pts of
light? Trouble organizing a
kinder, gentler household?
Drudge, Inc. (373-8259) will
personalize services to meet individual needs. We provide housecleaning, grocery shopping,
childcare, etc. Reliable, confidential work at reasonable prices.
Leave message. (V2,#14)

VIDEO LIBRARY
Presents TheseVideo's
ON SALE NOW!!!
Cocktail
$19.95
Wanna Be A Beauty
Queen
$14.95
Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes
$19.95
Used Video's On Sale In
Limited Quantities

Guys And Dolls
$9.95
Whales Of August
$9.95

video

HOUSEMATE
WANTED
SEPTEMBER 1ST! WANTED:
Lesbian, non-smoker, prefer no

Check Box.

Name:
Phone #:
(for phone verification)

SOUTHERN VOICE CIRCULATION. Join us distributing
Southern Voice as a volunteer.
We have single copy box and
route distribution where your
involvement can help us reach
the Atlanta lesbian and gay
community. It's fun; it's fulfilling, and you get to read the
paper first! For info call Jana
Tyson at 876-1831. (V2#9)

The People Project Ready to
assist PWA's in locating services
that are available in the community. This is a people-for-people
program. Call Ron at 875-5582
or The Atlanta Gay Center at
876-5372.

Senior Citizen Services - Needs
Volunteers. Senior citizen services is in dire need of dedicated volunteers to deliver meals
to the homebound elderly in
Fulton County. For more
information, please contact
Gertha Lowe at 881-5982 or
881-5983.

INTOWN CLEANING SERVICE - REASONABLE RATES
for weekly, bi-weekly or monthly home or small office cleanings
in Intown area. Not a maid service. Also available for special
projects, including yardwork,
painting and one-time cleanings.
References available. Call John
at 377-1115.

PROJECT OPEN HAND/
ATLANTA needs drivers to
deliver meals one day per week
(11:30AM-1:30PM) to people
with AIDS. We also need volunteers in the kitchen and to
answer phones. For information call 248-1788. (V2#12)

Car Stereo
Specials
Pioneer Digital
$199.95 installed
Pioneer C/Dw/am-fm
$550.00 installed
Sunroof 15x30
$179.95 installed

Ask about our
Auto Alarms!

DASHBOARD
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
1927 Chesire Bridge
Across From Deana's
876-2277

YOUTH
ATLANTA GAY CENTER
YOUNG ADULT GROUP,
ages 13-24, Thursdays 6:30 8:00 PM. For more information, please call 876-5372.

LAST MINUTE
FULL AND PART
TIME OFFICE
SPACE RUAILABLE
In Atlanta's New
UJomens Center
Ask for Drue

881-6300

CHRVSRLIS
2045 Manchester
(Cheshire Bridge-Piedmontorea)

Classified Directions

Free
Classifieds

□AIDS Education & Services
□Child Care
□Employment
□Organizational Announcements
□Volunteers

QUIT USING
COKE BOTTLES!
Instead use
attractive thinner
eyeglass lenses
from
OPTICAL
STORES.
2441 Cheshire Bridge Rd
636-9727

Next Deadline: August 22,1989
Classifieds $5.00 for 40 words I
per issue

VOLUNTEERS

kids or pets, to (hare my home in
Woodland HiUs Sept. 1 or sooner. Washer/dryer, fireplace, on
bus route, safe area. Rent
$350/mo. includes utilities. Call
577-3178 or 325-2630 (leave
message). (V2,#15)

ROOMMATES
Live-in CAREG1VER NEEDED
to attend & watch two incapacitated PWA's during nighttime hours
(other health professionals present
during day) in exchange for room
(one of three bedrooms in
Momingside Chase apt.) and board
(food available to be cooked.)
Relatively well PWA preferred.
Please contact N.AP.W.A. @ 8747926 M-F 12-5. National Assoc.
of People with AIDS, 131 Ponce
de Leon Ave., #233; Atlanta, GA
30308. (V2,#13)

SERVICES

Mail to: Southern Voice,
Attention Classifieds,
P.O. Box 18215,
Atlanta, GA 30316

1. Print your classified or personal on a separate piece of paper
and enclose order form. We must have your phone number to
verify the ad.
2. Style Information-Southern Voice will make the first five
words bold, italicized, or ALL CAPS, for free during this sale
period.
3. Personal Ads Can Be Confidential - Boxes are available
for replies to your personal. Southern Voice will forward all
replies to you for free during this sale period if you check the
forwarding box on the order form.
4. To Respond to a Southern Voice Box Number Is EASY Put your reply in a stamped sealed envelope and write the box
number on the lower left comer. Mail your reply envelope in a
separate envelope to Southern Voice, PO Box 18215, Atlanta,
Ga., 30316. We will forward your reply to the appropriate party
5. Free Classified Space is limited to 35 words. Free ads will
run for three consecutive weeks unless otherwise requested.
Check appropriate box for category on order form.
Southern Voice reserves the right to refuse or edit all classifieds. Sexually explicit ads will not be accepted.
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WORLD SERIES '89
Cont'd, from Page 1
After an extremely competitive season in the
Women's Division of Hotlanta Softball,
Toolulah's and Rumblefish will face still more
competition from each other, and from defending Series champion San Diego. Toolulah's is
Atlanta's first seed in the Women's Division,
having won the playoffs held July 29 and 30th.
Susan Loworn, co-coach of Toolulah's says
the team "could take it all...if we go out there
with all of our players. Loworn cites talent and
experience as factors that have carried the
Toolulah's team this far and hopefully to the
tournament win.
The coach of Rumblefish also stressed experience as a contributing factor to a possible
Series win. "They know what it means to go to
the Series," she said, referring to the fact that
some of Rumblefish's players had played in the
World Series last year with the Armory
Falconettes. She also stressed teamwork and
mental preparation. "I want them to think of this
tournament win as a goal...and take time out
each day to visualize winning it."
According to Betsy Kidd, director of the
Women's Division of the Series, Atlanta's women's teams have a good chance at a tournament
win. 'Toolulah's has an excellent hitting team,"
says Kidd,
"and they play well
offensively...They are aggressive and it takes an
aggressive team [to win the Series].
Atlanta has sent a representative team to the
Gay Softball World Series each year since 1981,
when the Hotlanta League formed under the
guidance of David Francis, and joined the North
American Gay Amateur Athletic Alliance
(NAGAAA). In 1987 the League was awarded
host city for 1989 Series by NAGAAA.
Greg Ray, current commissioner of Hotlanta
Softball, said that NAGAAA, in choosing a host
City, was looking for "good fields, good officials,
and a good nightlife," and found all three in
Atlanta. "The bars have been very supportive,"
says Ray, "and this is the first time all of the bars
(women's and men's) have gotten together and
sponsored an event" such as this.
Three to five thousand players and fans are
expected to turn out for the World Series, and
the Executive Board of the tournament has
planned a host of activities for participants and
spectators.
Games take place from 9:00 a.m. until 9:00
p.m. each day of the tournament (Wed.-Fri.),
except opening night (Tues.)when the ceremonies begin at 5:00 p.m. with games played
until 9PM.The championship games will be held
on Saturday, August 26 from 11 ajn.4 p.m..
City Crews, Inc. will provide a free shuttle
service from the Lakewood MARTA station to
Southside Park each day of the tournament.
Southside Park is on Jonesboro Rd., just a mile
inside of 1-285.
-Jesse Leigh Fowler

"Mr. Hotlanta" Contest
Highlights Expo Weekend
Revellers from over 40 U.S. and international cities jammed Atlanta
the weekend of August 4 fo Hotlanta River Expo, one of the most anticipated gay male events in the country. The weekend included parties, the
selection of "Mr. Hotlanta," a film fantasy dance and was topped off by a
monster race down the Chattahoochc River.
The hottest ticket for the weekend, however, was the selection and
aowning of Mr. Hotlanta '89 - John Howard.
Famed female impersonator Charles Pierce, who starred in the movie
"Torch Song Trilogy," headlined the Mr. Hotlanta pageant. Pierce took
control of the Mr. Hotlanta crowd from the moment he set foot on stage
with his snappy one liners and repertory company of legends - including Joan Crawford, Joan Collins, Tailulah Bankhead and Bette Davis.
As Bette Davis, Pierce warned the crowd "Fasten your zippers-it's
going to be a bumpy night!" Another Joan - Collins this time - compared love scenes with John Forsythe to rides at Disneyland-'hard to get
in, doesn't last very long and when it's all over you want to throw up!"
Horse drawn carriages, limousines, marching bands, and well choreographed dancing girls were good ideas but" Amazon Girls", and Burl
Compton as Cher seemed like unnecessary filler for a show that ballooned to three hours. The contestants, who it seems must have run
through the staging at least once, wandered the stage aimlessly.
Pierce and company were undoubtedly the highlight of what was otherwise a predictable evening of drag, speeches, endless awards,
mediocre sets, and bad sound, projected against nervous, unrehearsed
and nearly neglected contestants.
The production itself Qfte a mouse running a maze) jerked along with
occasional moments of flash and genius only to stumble and dart in an
entirely different direction altogether. The massive Civic Center stage
engulfed the production numbers and performers who were so far
upstage, binoculars were necessary to examine the bulging muscles and
It is no accident that the winner of the contest stood 6'4" and weighed
over 200 lbs. - he was the only contestant the audience could see!
Judged for their '"masculinity, naturalness and personality," 14 men
vied to become Mr. Hotlanta. Strapping John Howard was voted most
photogenic as well as winning the title. Darin Page of Los Angeles and
Howard Lance of Miami received 1st runner-up and 2nd runner-up
respectively, consoling one another the rest of the weekend.
The Silver Ball August 5th at the Georgia Freight Dept attracted over
3,000 pariygoers. While cabaret performers Kim Williams and Megan
McFarland entertained in the outdoor courtyard, thousands of men writhed
and sweated to the musk of DJ Keith Knox in the Depot's ballroom.
The Silver Bali came dangerously close to political suicide, however,

ZAP

DECATIB

Blackton, Stephanie, D.(:, 1799 Briarcliff (Sage Hill).
872-1094
I Karuna Gwnsefint. 1549Oairemont,3214307
Sharon Sanders, 1549 Caircmaa #108,373-0278
Scotty'sCafe, 1799 Briarcliff (Sage Hill), 881 -8118
Stowe, John, MS., LMT, 232 Lansdowne, 373-0111

FjjjBKBBQL
Kinko's, 217-A GA State Student Ctr.,
GRAYT/ORMEWOODPARK

Dependable Remodeyng, 622-4922 or 929-5452
East Atlanta Hardware, 1279 Glenwood Ave., 627-5757
LITTLE FIVE POINTS

Abbadabba, 421B Moreland Ave., 588-9577
Buthwomon, Beverly, LMT, 525-0629
I Charts Books and More, 419 Moreland Ave.,
524-0304
Gear, 428 Moreland Ave., 523-0220
RSVP Cards & Gifts, 523-1331
Sevanada, 1111 Euclid, 681-2831
The Tower, 735 Ralph McGill, 688-5463

Green River Trading Co. 4fe$f

M

accent on design and function

£)

595 piedmont avenue, n.e. • atlanta, ga 30308

Pest Control, Inc.
"Specializing in household pests"
For an appointment,
Call 827-0225

•Cards, Bath Shop, Housewares, Lifestyle Accessories
• Children's Department Including Furniture, Stuffed
Animals and Gifts.

Carroll Hoose Owner-Technician

872-3461

The Following Businesses Support Southern Voice Through Their Advertising.
I CHESHIRE BRIDGE ROAD
I Chrysalis Women's Center, 2045 Manchester, 881-6300
Deana's One Mo' Time, 1890 Cheshire Br. Rd., 874-0980
I The Galley, 1874 Piedmont Rd., 875-5150
] Hairanoia, 2000 Cheshire Br. Rd., 321-5775
I Lipstix, 2329 Cheshire Br. Rd., 633-0452
I Optical Stores, 2441 Cheshire Br. Rd., 636-9727
I Starship Enterprises, 2275 Cheshire Br. Rd.,

The newly crowned Mr. Hotlanta 1989, John Howard.
when members of ACT UP were ejected for handing out free condoms,
Weekend organizers said they sympathized with the group, but pointed
out that the State does not allow anyone to hand out literature there. ACT
UP eventually succeeded in their goal of handing out 1,000 condoms to
the partiers by moving to the adjacent public sidewalk.
When asked about donating a portion of the weekend's proceeds to
AIDS organizations, Hotlanta head Walt Greer responded "We're a profitmairing venture but we never make a profit We just cover our expenses."
On Sunday August 6th 1,200 Hotlanta registrants were joined by hundreds more for the now infamous raft race down the Qwttahoochee River
in the "African Queen Adventure." The extended open air water fight
came off fabulously and without incident, drawing compliments from the
National Park Service.
The Hodanta River Expo continues to be one of the country's largest
gay events. Burl Compton proudly declares that the Expo highlights
Atlanta as an appealing site to play and live. "People build an entire vacation around this thing. And every year people move here as a result of
attending this event."
-Cleve Seay
Staffwriter Dave Hayward contributed to this ankle.

MlPTOWW
Backstreet, 845 Peachtree, 873-1986
Benetton, Rio Shopping Ctr., 876-5748
Bulldogs, 893 Peachtree, 872-3025
Gene and Gabe's, Piedmont at Monroe, 874-6145
Hawkins, Brenda, PhD., 2779 Clainnont Suite 1,
636-9500
Ostrow, Stosh, MD., 1375 Peachtree, 872-5260
Video Library, 888B Peachtree, 873-2136
ZAP *M, Pest Control, 827-0225
NvKIrlATUNTA
Burke, Karen J. Benjack, M. div. MS.W., 7000 Peachtree
mdBlvd, 977-6154
Community Psychiatric and Addiction Services, 1996
Cliff Valley Way, 633-5935
Easton, Dan, 2920 Brandywbe Rd, #250.457-0087
Lewis, Kathy, Fitness Trainer, 493-4711
Nix, Edward O, M.D, 3756 LaVista #100,634-0672
Screening Room, 2581 Piedmont Ave., 231-1924
Shroeder, Gregg, Attorney, 550 Pharr Rd., 231-5991
VIRGINIA HIGHLAND

Atlantis Connection New Age Bookstore, 1402 N.
Highland Ave., 881-6511
Cleaning Women, 524- 4002
Haysiope Graphics, 1179 Virginia Ave., 874-1588
Starship Enterprisers, 1062 Si Charels Ave., 875-5381

These Businesses and
Professionals Support
Your Rights...
Please Support Them!

OPEN M-FRI10-10, SAT 10-11, SUN 12-6

You Can Find Southern Voice At The Following Locations.
A^SLEYMALL/
CHESHIRE Brag
The Boy Next Door
Crazy Rayz
Burkhart's Pub
SanJose Restaurant
Back Alley Video
Ansley Mall Books
Ari's Health Market
Jean's Warehouse
The New Order
Ansley Eurotan
Dr. Frank Abbott
Deana's One Mo' Time
The Sports Page
The Sphinx
E & D Gourmet Records
Metronome
Hair Atlanta
Chrysalis Women's Center
BUCKHEAD/
NORTH ATLANTA

Let the Music Play
Showcase Cinema
Buddies
Lipstix
The Screening Room
Oxford Books
Oxford Too Books
Garden Hills Cinema
Buckhead Books
Pharr Library
Toolulah's
Windsor Health Care
Border's Books
Starship Enterprises

LITTLE FIVE Poem
Julian's Cafe
Johnny's Cafe
CarambaCafe
Little Five Points Pharmacy
RSVP Cards and Gifts
Little Five Points Pub
Chans Books and More...
Bamboo Luau
Atomic Cafe
Existentialist Congregation
Tapatio's
Sevananda
Little Five Points Community
Center
Roger Jordan's Garage

MnrrowN
Atlanta Ballet
Gallus

The Armory
Video Library
Bulldog & Co.
Subway
Atlanta Gay Center
Colony Square Health Club
Colony Square Market
Dr. Stosh Ostrow
AID Atlanta
Feminist Women's Health Center
Renaissance Books in RIO
Lorena's
Carioca's in RIO

VIRGINIA HIGHLANDS/
MIDTOWN PLAZA

Stone Soup
Second Hand Antiques
McGuire's Books
Tortilla's
RJ's X -Change
Tin Lizzie's
551 Downstairs
Frank's Place
MCC of Atlanta
Atlantis Connection
Movies Worth Seeing
Jakes
Woody's
Silver Moon
Starship Enterprises
The Cove
Starship Enterprises

ftm«PcLt«
TinLizzieB
JR's X-Change
551 Downstairs
ThePheonix
The Eagle

GSVCAMTVS
Studen Union
Sparks Hall
Genera] Classroom Bldg.
SINGLE COPY BOXES

Julian's Cafe
Little Five Points Pub
The Tower Lounge
Rainbow Grocery
Picasso's Cafe
Dr. Stephanie Blackton's
Dunk Ti Dine on
Cheshire Bridge Rd.
Dunk Ti Dine on
Roswell Rd.
Backstreet
The Col. Square Market
Tortilla's
Hairanoia/liack Alley
Video on Cheshire Br.
Superior Foods, VHL

GRASSROOTS
NAPWA

,

The Shrine of

SOUTHERN VOICE
is published on every
other Tuesday. Please
Contact Jan Tyson at
876-1819 if you would
like to carry
Southern Voice in your
business or office.

Immaculate Conception
Linda Travis Therapist
Friends Atlanta
Congregation Bet
Haverim
AND OTHER
COMMUNITY
FUNCTIONS

